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Council Response/action

Recording of Meetings
In 2019 it was agreed to purchase an expensive
audio recording system for the town Hall, also to
be used for amplification of speech for councillors
and all in the Hall, this equipment has cost £6,000.
It is rarely used and indeed I have watched all and
sundry trying to switch the unit on and use it, they
have dabbled with it and repeatedly fail to set it up
properly for use, oh, I do know about electronics,
TV, Radio, etc I trained in that profession in civvie
street and in the Royal Air Force.
I believe that also at the start of 2020 the town
council proposed and resoluted to record all
council meetings, yet they only use a small
portable recorder and fail to place on town web
site for the information of the public, lack of
openness and transparency yet again.
Perhaps the council needs to amend its Protocol on
recordings, please see below which shows how out
of date we are in Cullompton !

Email 2
I sent the below email some days ago, I always ask
that my email is acknowledged asap so that I know
it has been received and acted upon, could I please
have an update on the status, please.
1

Good afternoon XXXXXXX
I am emailing in response to your recent communications sent to
the Town Council
1. Emails – Recording Of Meetings – (24 March & 2 April)
I confirm receipt of these emails, which will be presented to the
next suitable meeting of the Policy, Finance and Personnel
Committee, the Chairman of the Committee is aware that the
emails have been received and hence my copying him into this
response (I understand that he already has your email address
from previous communication with you and thus I have copied him
in directly)
2. Facebook Message to Deputy Town Clerk
I confirm that Mrs Morris has retired from the role of Town
Clerk however she will continue to be involved with the Town
Council as a volunteer, this is with the knowledge and
agreement of Councillors and is necessary in order to facilitate
some Town Council functions during the current
unprecedented and unforeseeable circumstances
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CC 2

03.04.20

Town Clerk
Employment

Can you plse confirm that Ms Morris is NO longer
involved with town council as per attached.

See CC 1 above and letter at Annex 1 to this report

CC 3

04.04.20

Town Council
Website

Web page Link not working
Please see error found today.

Response 1
Good morning XXXXXX,
Thank you for your email reporting a link that is not working, I have
requested this is rectified.
Response 2
Just a quick email to let you know that the link is working now

CC 4

08.04.20

Security of Vehicles at the cemetery

See letter at annex 2

CC 5

08.04.20

Furlough of Town Council employees

See letter at annex 2

CC 6

10.04.20

Vehicle
Security
Town Council
employees
Errors on
reports to
Council /
Committee

Alleged error on Reports
Having started to review the Agenda & appendixes
I am yet again shocked at the manual manipulation
and mistakes that are not double checked
In the credit card purchases there is no detailed
explanation of WHAT breakdown of the repairs to
the van.
The last entry has been manually entered and NOT
double checked.
Another unforgivable MISTAKE yet again.
[image]

Response from Cllr Buczkowski
Unfortunately you are wrong on this occasion, the report is correct.
The van was repaired after being damaged by a third party, the
Council has paid the insurance excess and all of the VAT on repairs
direct to the garage.
This has been reported to, and noted by the PFP committee.
I have not had an update on the recovery of the excess from the
third party by our insurers, I suspect this will be provided at the
next meeting of the PFP committee.
I trust that this answers your questions.

Comment/Complaint

Council Response/action

Many thanks.

2
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Does this match up with the proper accounts?
What damage has been done to the van to warrant
a large excess payout?
What are the RFO & Clerk as well as the P&F
committee going to do to correct this issue.
What processes are in place to double check, and
catch these issues, and to document them when
they occur.
The mistake is unacceptable and poor
administration that needs to be seriously
addressed.
Now lets see this issue given some priority, as the
public documents can be challenged.
I would like some correspondence back from the
clerk & chair on what YOU are going to do about it
CC 7

14.04.20

Emails – lack
of response

New Town clerk & mayor
I have over the past 2 weeks been asking questions
on the various issues .
It has been the Norm for the councils response of
IGNORING or not replying with 10 days of a
communication to the council, as set out in the
town councils policy.
I have been asking as a elector & resident of
Cullompton, some very important questions on the
councils running and during this time of lockdown,
what the council has done, doing, or is currently
trying to achieve.
3

See letter at Annex 2
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I would like a clear answer if you are IGNORING or
even BLOCKING myself and others of the
community.
If you are in any doubt on what engagement you
must be doing to the public, I would like to direct
you to the Cullompton town councils OWN policy
http://www.cullomptontowncouncil.gov.uk/_UserF
iles/Files/10%20Community%20Engagement%20St
rategy.pdf
I am going to suggest the new town clerk & the
mays START to engage with the community, istead
of trying to ignore, lie, and manipulate the issues.
Just be honest, hold your hands up when things go
wrong, and start to get the council on a clear path
of openness & transparency.
Lets start be the new town clerk by answering my
concers & questions I have emailed in the last 3
weeks
Regards

CC 8

14.04.20

Councillor
behaviour

Email 1
Was wondering if the cullompton Town council
councillors had been given flyers/handmade
posters to put under people's windscreens if they
feel they are going against the covid 19 rules. I had
4

Response 1
Thank you for your email. The only leaflet I am aware of The Town
Council being involved with distributing is one providing
information about the work of a volunteer group to do shopping ,
collect prescriptions etc.
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one placed under my windscreen wiper when
If you are able to provide me with more details I will talk to the
dropping off essential shopping to my parents who Mayor about it – we have a conference call set up for tomorrow
are in isolation due to health reasons. My car has a morning
dashcam and picks up movement of the car and it
picked up a Councillor placing it there. I am not
going to say which one but want to know if this is
something council's are doing. There were no other
cars with one under their wiper either....just me.
Many thanks
Email 2
I attached the poster to my email. Basically I was
attending my parents house in my partners car as I
had to deliver some essential shopping to them.
My parents are 77 and 74 and my daughter (who
was staying there at the time of the beginning of
the isolation period) has cerebral palsy. I arrived at
their property, went to the rear of the house and
placed the shopping on the back doorstep, I
retreated 2m and had a chat with them for a little
while. I maintained a safe distance at all times and
as I stated I was delivering essential goods to them.
On returning to my car some 20 minutes later I
found this poster under my windscreen wiper. I
looked up and down the street and noone else had
one under their windscreen. My partners car
happens to have a dashcam and it catches when
there is movement to the car. We have viewed it. I
5

Response 2
Good afternoon,
I did raise the content of your email at my weekly (virtual) meeting
with the Mayor, Deputy Mayor and the Chair of Policy, Finance
and Personnel Committee so they are aware of your report.
The leaflet in the picture you sent me is a generic leaflet, not
something published by the Town Council. As stated in my previous
email the Councillors have been involved with distributing a leaflet
providing information about the work of a volunteer group to do
shopping , collect prescriptions etc. The only leaflet distribution
which we are currently organising as a Town Council is for our own
Cullompton information leaflet to be delivered to households in
the parish (copy attached) - there will be some Councillors
involved in delivering our own leaflet.
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will not divulge what/who we saw as am not one
for naming and shaming. All I will say is I know this
person is a Councillor.
Hope that helps

The person who put the leaflet on your car was not therefore
acting on the instruction of or on behalf of the Town Council nor in
their capacity as a Town Councillor.
I am sorry that I unable to help you any further, if you feel that
there has been a breach of the Councillor Code of Conduct you
should contact the Monitoring Officer at Mid Devon District
Council.

Email 3
Thank you for your reply. Am fairly satisfied with
the response but am wondering why this person
singled my car out. As a concerned cullomptonian,
with this virus still not showing any signs of going
away any day soon, is it necessary for councillors to
be out delivering the leaflet you sent to me, surely
this puts them and ourselves at risk. I have already
had to self isolate with possible covid-19, and feel
even more uneasy at unnecessary travel and
people out posting things through letterboxes. A
lot of people use different social media resources
and can use a phone to find out the information
that the leaflet shows and a lot of the information
will change on a week by week basis. Is this leaflet
necessary?
Town Council agenda

6

Response 3
Thank you for your email indicating concerns about the need for
leaflets and their delivery. Whilst you are quite right is saying that
many people can access the information on the leaflet by social
media or on a phone there are still a lot of people who do not have
those facilities hence the leaflet. People delivering the leaflets will
be taking sensible precautions to minimise the risks related to
Covid-19.
See letter at Annex 2
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Town clerk Joy Norris
I have currently looked at the latest agenda posted
on the 15th Apr 20 on the town council website.
There are missing documents, that have NOT been
posted onto the agenda such as the appendixes.
1, The previous minutes not published
2, additional documents that are to be discussed
also not published.
All Financial documents must be published to allow
the public and councillors to discuss or challenge
the actions of the council.
There is also a serious issue of delegation of power
to the town clerk.
Where are the legal safeguards on any decision
made, and a record that councillors and public can
scrutinise. The decisions may or could be
challenged later, and its better the council is open
& transparent so the good and bad can be properly
scutinised.
The requirement of the council to publish ALL
documents into the public domain is a requirement
in legislation.
Please will you amend the agenda & update the
minutes on the website.

7
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Town Council Website
A further web site issue that needs looking into. On
the front page (Home page) of the council web site
there is a link for Facebook and additional item
below it, these links do not display properly in
Microsoft Edge and Google Chrome Browser as
they do not accept Java script owing to security
measures.
This issue re Java has been known for a couple of
years and enough publicity has circulated on this
giving ample time to I.T. departs to amend their
sites., also the browser is not conforming to the
more stringent security for "https" standard.
I actually raised this issue of HOME page not
displaying properly a couple of months ago., as I
have a reasonable working knowledge of building
web sites and beta testing computer software for
several large international companies.
Please see screen shots

On 22 April the text from the complainant was sent to the website
provider – at the time of preparing this report a response is still
awaited

Town Council Meeting 21.04.20, various emails
sent by the same person to Mayor, Chair of PFP
and the Town Clerk

See letter at Annex 1

Email 1
I have noted the agenda for Full Council and the
online conference participation, are you aware that

8

See Letter at Annex 1
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Zoom her you are using has had a massive security
issue, please see this link this is a genuine link.
Can you please tell me if this online meeting will be
recorded and where it will be displayed for public
reading/listening to afterwards?
I have also noted that the agenda does not have
any appendixes attached, this is a requirement
under the legislation, its designed that councillors
and the public can read all documents in advance
and raise any question at the meeting (online as
well) I am sure this is just an oversight and it will be
corrected shortly.
Email 2
I am pointing out to you that you have to cancel
the meeting for Tuesday as it is NOT complying
with legislation.
1. There are NO Appendixes attached, please
see https://tinyurl.com/ybs3ryl2https://tiny
url.com/ybs3ryl2 (Gov Legislation -there
are more regs!)
2. By NOT placing documents on web, the
public can NOT read or ask questions-It is a
RIGHT for the public -this is a restrictive
practice
3. No Documents - is not being open and
transparent
4. Also, no minutes for the public to see.
9
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I would suggest that you get these errors corrected
with correct number of clear days as required by
legislation, even amended today (you can not
count that as a day) then Monday is only one day's
notice! NOT acceptable.
I hope you read and act on this email , I know you
have ignored my emails for a long while, be a man
and for once get things put right.
Please confirm by return what you are organising
so we all know !
Email 3
Cllr
Have you said anything to her on what to do ?
Do you agree that the meeting must be cancelled?
Do you agree that all appendixes should be
attached to the agenda ?
Do you agree that the public has a right to view
them
Do you agree to openness and transparency?
Please reply fully and not pass the buck!
Email 4
Cllr,
It appears you can now open my emails BUT you
do not like to reply.
I asked you a series of questions and I expect
answers asap.
10
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Now, I am aware through checking myself that
appendixes are now on web site as single
documents BUT the main committee pages only
show agenda, laziness comes to mind.
Next point is that as the appendixes were only put
online today, there MUST be 3 clear days before
the meeting can be held, Saturday/Sunday do NOT
count, Monday, Tues & Wednesday are the 3 days
and meeting can be called for Friday. I f you permit
the meeting to stay for Tuesday, any decisions
made will be illegal and challengable, I have been
to court many times, so perhaps an urgent
injunction might be the order of the day !
Get back to me sooner rather than later. First thing
- cancel the meeting for Tuesday!

CC
12

23.04.20

Responses to
questions

All
There has been a effort by the town council staff &
councillors NOT to engage in the rightfull questions
asked on various issues raised in council meetings
and also my email correspondence.
The recent webcast made on the 21st Apr 2020,
when public questions were asked showed the
MAYOR failing to ask direct questions that he had
the answer to. The reply of I will pass this to the
clerk & the clerk will get back to you, is in direct
11

See letter at Annex 2
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contravention of the code of conduct that the
council must adhere to
Here is a example from the town councils code of
conduct
1.4 Whilst you may be strongly influenced by the
views of others, it is your responsibility alone to
decide what view to take on any question which
Members have to decide.
1.5 Do nothing as a Member which you could not
justify to the public.
1.6 The reputation of the Council depends on
your conduct and what the public believes about
your conduct.
1.7 It is not enough to avoid actual impropriety,
you should at all times avoid any occasion for
suspicion or appearance of improper conduct.
1.8 It is your responsibility to comply with the
provisions of this Code.
The conduct of the mayor fell well short ( 1.7)( 1.8),
and in correspondence with the mayor on related
issues with the council, he also has failed.
There is also a issue with the NEW town clerk, in
ignoring questions that relate to the town council,
and failure to engage to resolve the issues.
The question that needs to be asked is, WHO is
leading the instruction of ignoring myself & others
and failing to answer or reply to a local electors
12
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concerns.
Under what procedure or legislation are you using
?
I and other have no faith or trust in the council or
the clerk to follow the rules.
The mayor has lied twice to me in a public meeting,
and this will be taken up further, as this needs to
be addressed.
The only 2 councillors that have properly engaged
in some form of feedbck are Cllr Buczkowski & Cllr
Morton.
It has been shown that 13 other councillors are
either ignorant of what is going on, or they are
knowingly allowing the issues and complaints to
continue, and not take responsabilities of being a
councillor seriously. It may come to other
councillors being reported to the monitoring
officer under the failure to adhere NOLAN
principles, or breaches of the failure to declare
interests. There has been a lot of fact gathered,
and can be used to make sure councillors are more
proactive in their duties.
The final question is, Is or are the council &
councillors going to follow the OPENNESS &
TRANSPARANCY REGULATIONS set out in full, as
currently the council is NOT MEETING its
STATUTORY duties if full.
I am happy to discuss & to resolve the issues,
13
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providing the council conduct the same.
Regards

CC
13

24.04.20

Responses to
corresponde
nce

Letter responding to email complaints / FOI
Thank you for your letter received today, may I
please ask that any written communication to
me(with rare exceptions) is sent by email which is
an approved legal means of communication. I am
sure you are all for environmental issues like saving
wood, paper, ink and money!
Its not very often that I ever tell anyone how to do
their job, but I am now making some "suggestions"
to you.
As you decided to consider my emails as an FOI
request then I "suggest" that you comply with the
rules & legislation, example, inform people that
you have received the email request (also on top of
my emails under word IMPORTANT), and how it is
to be dealt with, the lack of communication is a
massive failing by some council staff and many
councillors. I would also like to correct the ending
of your letter, the correct procedure should inform
me I have a right of appeal/review of your decision
etc. Indeed I am now asking for an independent
person to do a review and contact me directly
please, many thanks.

14

Response 1
Good morning XXXXX
Thank you for your email the content of which has been noted.
As stated in my letter, the Town Council does not have a
complaints procedure regarding Freedom of Information requests
(or the same / similar procedure known by a different title i.e.
Internal Review or Appeal) and is not required by law to do so. If
you are dissatisfied with the responses given to your request and
wish to make a complaint you should contact the Information
Commissioner, using their website https://ico.org.uk/make-acomplaint/ or by contacting their helpline 0303 123 1113.
Therefore if you wish to have an independent person review the
information and responses that I have provided you should contact
the Information Commissioner
Response 2
Good morning,
A copy of the video footage of the Town Council meeting held on
21 April will be posted to you 1st class to day - it will be on a
memory stick. The file size is obviously too large for it to be
emailed.
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I have raised quite correctly an issue concerning
my emails AND an ongoing Data /security breach
which needs addressing urgently (still more
breaches today), as you are NOT part of my
complaint and NOT involved in any way with it, you
can and should address this matter as soon as
possible as an important member of the council
and address the matter more professionally.
I am very concerned at how you seem to treat me,
it appears you have been told lies about me, you
know nothing of me and my background and the
qualifications I have, and experiences, I have 50
years of public service, and I treat people fairly,
and with respect, people will tell you that I am
often the only one that follows all legislation and
procedures correctly at council meetings, I address
people correctly, I wait to speak etc, that is how I
have been trained.
I can only believe you have been told incorrect
information on me and its distorted your
impression of me before you even knew me. You
will find that on or off the council I pass a lot of
good ideas to the council to help it do things
better, and when something is wrong I will speak
up and try to help sort issues, but I don't take
kindly to people messing me around.
I have asked you and others many questions on
why is XXXX and myself being totally ignored on
15
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many issues, emails not being answered, avoiding
questions asked, and quite often being fed obvious
lies. As the staff and councillors are accountable
under Code of Conduct, Nolan Principles and other
legislation and they should show respect to the
public they serve.
I have done many good things for the council and
people of the town, indeed done many things that
clerk and councillors did not achieve of their own
accord, getting grant money and installing CCTV in
the town when council failed more than once to
achieve it, setup and run the town web site for
free for many years, there are many more
examples, and I am totally disgusted of the bad
manners in the council, cliques, lies, deceit by
many. I had hoped like others, that the
appointment of a new clerk "might" bring about a
change to how the council is run, early days I know,
BUT I don't think you can get it back on the right
track, the council is known as the "Mafia" around
town. I would prefer the council to be put under
special measures as its past its best.
Sorry for the rant, work with me and not against
me and a lot can be achieved.
One last piece, I mentioned to James re having a
copy of the audio/video of the 21st conference in
its entirety, please, could you please arrange with
nothing deleted, thank you.
16
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Email 1
I am further concerned that some emails to "you"
may have been opened over the weekend and not
by you.
Again, today I have had about 6 opened this
morning and the inconsistency of how some were
opened again raises concerns.

Response 1
Good morning XXXXXXX,
I am writing this in response to the email you sent yesterday titled
“Delayed email” opening and the one you sent this morning.
Please carefully check the email addresses that you have used for
the emails over which you have raised concerns; when I received
your email yesterday I looked at the details carefully and then
double checked and I had no emails from you about an emergency
plan. The email was not addressed to my correct email address
Email 2
and the system used by the Town Council’s suppliers automatically
I am sorry to be a pain on a Monday morning,
discards incorrectly addressed emails where they are received
please see the below picture, this is only a part of
because the email address that has been used is similar to a correct
my records, I will explain my concerns and I hope
one , therefore the email could not have been opened by myself as
you will understand it.
it was not even delivered to me; I have checked this information
with the Town Council’s ICT provider. If your emails had CC or BCC
Firstly my records (as of this morning) show that 2 recipients it is possible that something they are doing or the way
emails to
their IT is set up is triggering your alerts
thetownclerk@cullomptontowncouncil.gov.uk one As this matter concerns the same or very similar subjects to your
Subject Emergency Plan, the other being Subject
on-going complaint and I have been in contact with our ICT
Emergency Plan Update, both of these were
supplier on several occasions to obtain assurance over the security
opened by 2 separate persons within seconds of
measures in place I shall not enter into any further correspondence
each other !
with you on the subject of email correspondence as it is for t eh
Secondly in the picture below you can very clearly
Committee considering your complaint to decide on the way
see that it took 23 days from the time of sending to forward.
it being opened ! This is one of the serious issues I
have raised repeatedly that my emails and
Response 2
17
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questions/comments are delayed/ignored/not
acted on, this proves my concern and the
continuous denial there is no policy "blocking" me
etc is totally unacceptable.
I would like to please in the first place, an
explanation, an apology, then some guarantee that
this will not happen again by anyone !
Email 3
This morning I was alerted to am email that I sent
in November 2019 to XXXXXXX had been again
opened for the sixth time at 05:34 am today 28th
April 2020!
Image redacted
I have asked for emails to be archived and I have
been told that it has been done, why then are my
emails being accessed in the same manner as
before I made my complaint?
Email 4
Good morning and thanks for quick reply.
The emails I have sent to you as town clerk or you
as Joy.Norris has worked successfully and I know
you have opened them.
My concern regardless of my complaint, is, that my
emails are still being opened by unauthorised
person and definitely without my permission. This
18

Good evening XXXXXX,
I acknowledge receipt of your email but a stated in my email sent
at 09:24hrs this morning (28.04.20) I am not entering into any
correspondence on this matter as it is related to your on-going
complaint.
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is a serious breach of data and all councillors and
staff should be concerned about this happening, I
raised these concerns when the system was in its
infancy and my predictions have come true.
Any third party I write to that opens my emails will
not give false reports, I use a very good secure
system and recognised reliable software.
Please address this matter, the answers that you
should give with my personal access request will
most certainly help.
Oh, there were 2 emails opened this morning
between 04:59 and 05:40am . So identify who
logged into your email system at that time ?
CC
15

01.05.20

Committee
papers

Today I have just read the Agenda and associated
documents for the forthcoming Personel, Finance
and Policy meeting to be on the 5th May and I am
concerned as to how you have published in depth
the content of my emails concerning a complaint
that is outstanding and SHOULD not be on public
display.
Also, you have breached the endorsement at
bottom of ALL my emails that clearly states " It may
contain privileged and confidential information
which is not to be disclosed without the sender's
express consent. "

19

Committee papers were redacted before publication no further
action required.
Committee agreed that matters had been reported to them in
accordance with their agreed practice
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I am now asking please that you remove ALL of the
comments made forthwith and offer an apology for
the obvious mistake you have made.
CC
16

03.05.20

Email access

I have written on this matter before direct to you
as an individual or CC you in, owing to the
persistent, and continued access to emails which I
requested be archived as per council policy. I have
been informed in some emails, that all my emails
are now archived, well, please explain WHY late
yesterday evening at 23:38hrs an email from
February 2020 was opened ? So it appears that my
emails have NOT been archived as I had been told,
who is lying to me ?
I am now demanding Please that all my emails
prior to 3rd March are archived (previously asked
for) and that I have written confirmation that all
my data stored on council systems are safe and
secure and no access to them without my
permission.

a) Emails from sender had been archived
b) Part of on-going complaint
No formal response given until Committee have considered the
original complaint but in that context complainant was asked for
additional information

CC
17

05.05.20

Email access

You don't need those details, all your internal
expert I.T. man needs is to check who logged in on
council system at the time I have mentioned, if
there is only one person logged in (especially at
that time), then BINGO, if there is more than one ,
a hell of a lot with insomnia!

No response given until Committee have considered the original
complaint

20
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I have asked previously for computer logs to be
checked and have had no reply, someone needs to
get a grip of the problem
There has been some concern and needs
No response required from Town Council, complaint was sent to
clarification that in fact the legislation is being met the Mid Devon District Council Monitoring Officer and copied to a
about agendas and documents as well as legislated CTC Councillor
times being met.
A meeting for the 5th May 2020 had been called
into question of its legality of 3 clear days.
the agenda was published on the Thursday 30th
April 2020 Thurs - publish day Friday - clear day Sat
& sun - Not included Monday -clear day Tuesday MEETING DAY
[cid:dd805242-cd7a-46a6-81ce-8bb6b8d91b36]
There are ONLY 2 clear days - legislation has said 3
clear days.
The meeting was called to be canceled by a
member of the public and he has emailed the clerk
of that fact.
The chair was also aware of the fact that the
meeting is not legal also.
A Meeting to be held on Monday 11th May 2020 is
also deemed to be illegal if it goes ahead as this
also does not meet the publishing criteria either.
The meeting agenda for the 5th May 2020 was only
completed on the same day. The agenda was then
published on the website today 6th May 2020.
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The appendixes have not been published within
the agenda and neither as additional documents.
The legislation clearly states ALL documents.
This agenda for the 11th may do not comply with 3
clear days either, so if the meeting goes ahead this
could be deemed an illegal meeting also wed 6th publish day thur - clear day frid - clear day Sat &
Sun - not included Monday - meeting day
There are ONLY 2 clear days - legislation has said 3
clear days.[cid:4cf7c516-934e-4774-a6d0c25e1884d39d]
Documents missing
4. Minutes: To confirm the Minutes of the meeting
held on 5 May 2020 as a correct record (Appendix
A to follow).
5. Financial Matters (a) Bank Reconciliation for
March 2020 (Appendix B to follow).
(b) Balance Sheet for March 2020(Appendix C to
follow).
(c) Income & Expenditure report for March 2020
(Appendix D to follow).
(d) Outstanding debts: to consider whether or not
to write off or take other action regarding any long
term debts owed to the Town Council (Appendix E
to follow)
6. Comments, Complaints And Freedom Of
Information Requests: To receive details of any
comments and complaints, Freedom of
22
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Information Requests or Subject Access Requests
received between 21 March 2020 and 5 May 2020
(Appendix F to follow).
The town clerk & chair of policy & finance ( Cllr
James Buczkowski ) have been challenged before
and say they are complying with the legislation.
They have also sought the monitoring officer's
advice on clarification, and that they comply with
the legislation
Please can you clarify the legislation is being met,
or if not how you are going to deal with the
ongoing issues, as this is seriously getting out of
hand?
Documentation in highlighting this to the town
council can be supplied separately and they have
been more than made aware of this on more than
one occasion.
They are now delaying in answering issues like this,
and obstructing the public from holding them to
account.
CC
19

01.05.20

Email access

Ms Norris
Sorry to ask, have you opened an email today at
13:57 from me ?

Good afternoon,
I did not open an email from you today; at 13:57hrs I was on a
video conference call.

CC
20

01.05.20

Committee
papers

Today I have just read the Agenda and associated
documents for the forthcoming Personel, Finance

Good afternoon,
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and Policy meeting to be on the 5th May and I am
concerned as to how you have published in depth
the content of my emails concerning a complaint
that is outstanding and SHOULD not be on public
display.
Also, you have breached the endorsement at
bottom of ALL my emails that clearly states " It may
contain privileged and confidential information
which is not to be disclosed without the sender's
express consent. "
I am now asking please that you remove ALL of the
comments made forthwith and offer an apology for
the obvious mistake you have made.

In addition to this email you raised this matter at the Policy ,
Finance and personnel Committee on 5 May when the Committee
Chair gave a response.

I have written on this matter before direct to you
as an individual or CC you in, owing to the
persistent, and continued access to emails which I
requested be archived as per council policy. I have
been informed in some emails, that all my emails
are now archived, well, please explain WHY late
yesterday evening at 23:38hrs an email from
February 2020 was opened ? So it appears that my
emails have NOT been archived as I had been told,
who is lying to me ?

Good afternoon,
I acknowledge receipt of your email dated 3 May 2020 and I
confirm that in the response to your FOI request of 23 April 2020 it
is stated that your emails have been archived..
As this is similar to your complaint which will be considered by the
Policy, Finance and personnel Committee on 11 May I am not
entering into

I am now demanding Please that all my emails
prior to 3rd March are archived (previously asked
for) and that I have written confirmation that all
24

I will not be responding to any further correspondence on this
matter
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my data stored on council systems are safe and
secure and no access to them without my
permission.
CC
22

11.05.20

Email access

Dear All, an email opened while while on
conference at
O
p
11-May-20 at 19:53:22pm (UTC
e
+01:00) - 72days7hours24mins37secs after
n
sending
e
d
L
o
c
a
Paris, France (43% likelihood)
t
i
o
n
did anyone open this at meeting ?

CC
23

11.05.20

Email access

Ms Moris,
Further to my email this evening :

I have responded to your previous email and have nothing further
to add
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T
town.clerk@cullomptontowncouncil.gov.uk
o
F
r
XXXXXXXXXXXX redacted
o
m
S
u
b
j Previous FOI Request.
e
c
t
S
e
n
t 29-Feb-20 at 12:28:45pm 'Europe/London' time
o
n
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Did you open this during the conference video this
evening 11/05/2020? Please note this email is
meant to be archived ?
If YES, were you not taking correct minutes?
If NO, Perhaps you now understand that someone
is opening emails addressed to you ?
Please explain to me as I am very concerned as this
may be a criminal offence !
CC
24

12.05.20

Email access

For the benefit of any doubters re my concern over
emails being opened without authority.
Attached is confirmation from the Mayor that an
email of his was opened early in the morning and
he has confirmed that he did not open it. I don't
know why he failed to you at the meeting !
I also have Ms Norris confirming the same with one
of her emails. Again, she said nothing at the
meeting !
Also while we were all at the conference yesterday
evening 11th May 2020 an email of mine which
clerk confirmed (during meeting) that all emails
had been archived, was opened and original
creation Date was in February, so please ask
yourself, who opened it and why ?

27

I have responded to your previous emails and I have nothing
further to add
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Now perhaps you will all realise that your emails
O
p
11-May-20 at 19:53:22pm (UTC
e
+01:00) - 72days7hours24mins37secs after
n
sending
e
d
L
o
c
a
Paris, France (43% likelihood)
t
i
o
n
which may contain conversations between you and
others being viewed by a nosey parker , massive
breach of Data !
Details when opened
Mayors confirmation below
CC
25

12.05.20

Councillor
behaviour

Ms Norris,

Thank you for your email. We will send items via email where
possible – but sometimes that is not possible due to the file size.
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Thank you for the audio CD received today, may I
please repeat what I said previously on 2 occasions,
please send any audio recording requested by
email attachment, this will save council time &
money and is more convenient for all.

I am sure that you will have noticed that the report to the PFP
Committee is Comments, Complaints and FOI so a constructive
comment about a change needed to the CTC website falls within
that category and is thus reported; similarly any request for
information from CTC is reported as an FOI request. The log
presented to Committee and published on the website is
anonymised so does not indicate whether or not the complaints /
complaints / FOI requests are being made by the same or different
people.

While referring to the Audio, I would like to raise a
serious issue:On playing the audio it was immediately very
apparent that someone had started to record the
meeting prior to the start of the meeting and I was
able to very clearly hear an uncalled-for remark
made about me (with associated laughter), I find
such behaviour of a councillor making that remark
totally offensive towards a member of the public,
NOTE...I am not making a complaint just by sending
this email so don't add it to your total tally score of
complaints which appears designed to belittle
myself and others, I have NOT made the number of
complaints your records imply.
I will emphasise that when I write a complaint, I
will state that, my emails are in the main supplying
information to the council, i.e. if I find an error on
the town website I let you know, I am sure you
appreciate that sort of information so the council
can look more professional. If I ask a question I do
not expect a simple quick answer to be turned into

29

The log that the Town Council has is very similar to those held and
published by numerous other local councils and local authorities
and is considered best practice in terms of transparency and also
avoids the need for responding in detail to repeat questions as the
questioner can be referred to the log to find their information.
I see that you sent your email to the Mayor and I will discuss with
him and indeed other Committee Chairs recording protocols and
various training workshops for Councillors, thank you for your
suggestion of a topic to be covered.
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an FOI request, yet again adding to your tally
figures.
I would also like to know why certain councillors
think that my reporting the fact that "someone" is
continually accessing emails without a reason is
causing councillors a lot of extra work, Pure
Bunkum!
Perhaps you could arrange for councillors to be
retrained on the fact that criticising members of
the public publiclyon FaceBook forum is actually
putting the council in bad light AND they were
talking as a councillor ! No Complaint this time, I do
have a heart !
CC
26

15.05.20

Email access
& responses
to requests

Ms. Norris
I very politely asked if you or another opened the
emails mentioned at the time given, this is very
relevant, as you were taking minutes re video
conference, I don't see how or why you would
open that email, so who did? This appears to be a
conspiracy to pervert justice ! I responded to your
previous email stating I did not open any specific
emails during the PFP meeting on 11 May. To
clarify my mailbox was open and I checked dates
of emails received from the other speaker at the
meeting order to provide a response to his
statement about unanswered emails.
30

Good afternoon,
My responses are given in bold blue text next to your points.
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I will remind you I have asked for and you failed to
provide answers to my FOI request which also was
vital proof of suspicious behaviour at least. I
responded to your FOI request of 23 April 2020 by
letter, sent attached to an email on 8 May 2020 all
questions raised by you were given a response.
I have also asked for previously copy of the
investigation report which should have been done
for my complaint, please provide it forthwith and
any other documents as per policy, which you
obviously have not read and understood. The
Police, Finance and Personnel Committee have
not yet decided whether or not to appoint an
investigating officer / commission an
investigation. The Committee has requested
evidence from you so that it can decide how to
proceed.

CC
27

16.05.20

Email access

It seems your email responses are like the Mayors
repeated answers just like a needle stuck on a
gramophone
Ms Norris,
Please answer this easy question:Did you open either of these 2 emails opened at
03:34 am 16th May 2020 & at 04:58 am 16th May
2020 one sent 30th January 2020?
31

Good afternoon,
Please see my responses below in bold blue text
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I did not open any emails at 03:34hrs BST nor at
04:58hrs BST on 6 May 2020
As the Data Controler, and under legislation and
town council policies I have reported to you
various breaches of my emails being opened for no
known reason and it is your duty to investigate this
matter, please note I have previously asked for
documents council is using re my complaint
(obviously not ones I have sent).
This relates to your going complaint and it is for
the Policy, Finance & Personnel Committee to
decide what action they wish to be taken.
I believe you have previously been supplied with a
copy of the Town Council’s complaint procedure
which is the document / policy being used to deal
with your complaint but for ease of reference the
document can be accessed using the following link
http://www.cullomptontowncouncil.gov.uk/_Use
rFiles/Files/05%20Comments%20Complaints%20P
olicy%202016%20v6.pdf
Please treat this as important and Urgent.
Thank you.
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Ms Norris, (please confirm that you opened this
Good afternoon XXXXXXXXX
email yourself today)
First thing on switching on the computer this
I have just opened your email of 20 May 2020 sent at 08:39. I did
morning, I had 2 emails that were opened early this not open any emails from you yesterday - 20.05.20.
morning at 02:58am & 07:12am 20/05/2020.
Did you open these emails or not, if you did for
what reason ?
I would appreciate not just a reply but an answer
which is in detail. Thank you.
Screen capture of my mail in box shows the 2
emails and details marked in green !

CC
29

21.05.20
(15:49)

Email access

Ms Norris,
Have you checked to see who opened the email
while you were in conference, quite easy to do by
checking who logged in to the email system, well at
least it shows an unauthorised person is still
tampering with emails - who please.
Your council policy clearly states an investigation
will be done, why are you refusing to do this ?
I need those facts as stated in my foi request!
There has been previous reviews of foi requests
and a precedent is set, please supply details and
may be able to answer you then.
33

Good afternoon XXXXXX.
I acknowledge receipt of your emails as follows:
21 May 2020
15:50
21 May 2020 16:02
21 May 2020 16:05
I shall not be responding to these emails individually. As has been
explained to you it is up to the Policy, Finance and Personnel
Committee who are processing your complaint to decide what
action is to be taken. Please provide the evidence in the manner
and timescale that they have requested so that all the information
you hold can be used to assist them in their deliberations.
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Can you please explain why it is taking 23,14, and
often 10 days to open my emails, seems you and
others are deliberately blocking me !

CC
30

21.05.20
(16:02)

Email access

Ms Norris

See response to CC 29 above

Thank you for confirming you did NOT open those
emails. I am more than aware of council policies
having served for nearly 20 years, I suggest that
you read them and carry out investigation re data
breach which is more serious and a criminal
offence or are you deliberately ignoring council and
national policy and legislation.

CC
31

21.05.20
(16:05)

Email access

Ms. Norris,
So more offences are still being committed, what
are you going to do about it, infact it was 4 emails
yesterday !

See response to CC 29 above

CC
32

21.05.20
(16:41)

Responses to
requests

Ms Norris
I am getting very annoyed at having to repeat
myself, provide the information I previously
requested and as I then said I will get back to you.

None
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I have been very polite so far, if you are not
capable of simple requests I suggest you go back to
Ilminster.
There are too many control freaks messing the
council around, my personal opinion the council is
a failed council and needs taking under control of
another authority.
I served this town well for many years, its now a
bloody mess and you wont sort it as it stands now.
CC
33

Not
Known
(email
quarantin
ed)

Publication
of committee
documents
and financial
information

There are 3 statuorory in law things the council is
NOT doing. What has the clerk & staff doing, as the
workload has decreased, and the statutory work
MUST be published.
These cannot be avoided, and will be challenged
higher up if these are not dealt with by Friday 17th
20
1, publishing the £5000 expenses on a 3 monthly
basis – 2 weeks overdue
2, publishing of the minutes for February 20 on all
committees
3, publishing of the car park accounts on eth
website as per the O & T Act 2015 .
Also the contact information fro the clerk is out of
date and YOU need to be on top of this on the
website of the town council

35

Good afternoon,
Whilst doing some email housekeeping today I found an email
from the Mayor that had been quarantined which contained some
statements from yourself, I will now do my best to respond to the
points you raise. I do not know when the email was sent but I hope
the following information will be useful.
 Publication of expenses over £500.00 This has been now
been done with the information being published on the
Town Council’s website - unfortunately it is not possible to
run the required report at the end of the year until all the
end of year processing is complete.
 Publishing of Committee Papers - we are trying to keep the
information on the website as up to date as possible – there
have been some delays in the last couple of months,
particularly with minutes, as there have been long gaps
between the meeting and the approval of the minutes. I
have looked at the website committee pages today and will
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CC
34

04.5.2020

Responses to
questions at
meetings

I hope you are enjoying your new Challenge in
Cullompton .
But I must email you as I have saw a social media
video , which shows the Mayor not answering
direct and simple Questions .
I have in the past had this happen to me and I find
this extraordinary that a simple question has to
be Written down and the you send the answer out
.
What is the point of attending meetings or Virtual
Meetings if the residents cannot get a answer to a
simple Question .
Also can you update me on the alleged sale of the
Old Harlequin Valet Site, that was up for Auction ,
did MDDC Sell ? and the price it went for please ?
Hope all goes well in the Future

36

be checking weekly to see that they are being brought up to
date.
The contact information for myself is correct , as is the
organisation chart so perhaps this has been actioned since
you contacted the Mayor.
Car Park Accounts. Now that the Town Council’s end of
year processes are complete I will look at the feasibility of
extracting the data for the car park and publishing that as
standalone data and also of putting a system in place to do
so annually after the end of each financial year

Good afternoon XXXX
The Chairman of PFP spoke to me this morning about responding
to your email, I am sorry for the delay. Thank you for your best
wishes on starting in my new role.
It is not for me to comment upon how a Councillor responds to
questions, however I understand that a small video clip was posted
on-line by a member of the public which could be taken out of
context. Comments, complaints and Freedom of Information
request and responses are presented regularly to the Policy,
Finance and Personnel Committee, as you may find this interesting
and pertinent to your comments and the questions asked at the
Town Council meeting the link for the meeting on 5 May is
http://www.cullomptontowncouncil.gov.uk/_UserFiles/Files/_Othe
r/96152-PFP_Meeting_-_Supporting_papers_05.05.20.pdf .
19 High Street, Mid Devon District Council cabinet met on 23 April
and the Town Council were informed on 1 May that our bid was
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not successful; we have been told that the highest bid was
successful and that in was in excess of £100,000.

CC
35

23.5.2020

Various

Ms Norris,
You will recall that during the online conference call
for above meeting, I asked some questions,
notably the entries of Misc Income and
Misc Expenditure, Cllr Buczkowski even agreed
with my concerns as this had been previously
mentioned on an Audit Report and the council were
criticised for such bad practice, I am appalled that I
have not received any reply in detail on the
questions asked, especially before the meeting
yesterday as I had hoped to address the matter.
Unfortunately, I have had an exceptionally busy
week concerning a serious matter with a distant
family member and could not devote time to the
video conference.
Can I please have an immediate reply with a full
explanation of the Misc items mentioned.
While on this matter, I would like to raise a very
serious flaw in how policies are being manipulated
to restrict public question time and insist in the
main to getting the public to write in questions
many hours ahead of the meetings, the way the
appendixes are very late being published does
NOT give the public time to read, digest and raise
questions within such ridiculous time scales, I think
37

Good afternoon XXXXXX
The miscellaneous income and expenditure information was made
available to members of the Policy, Finance and Personnel Committee
before the meeting and were discussed at the meeting. I attach the
relevant documents for your ease of reference.
The Town Council’s public participation policy was been approved by the
Town Council on 14 May having previously been considered (5 May) by
the Policy, Finance and Personnel Committee in public session. The policy
was initially developed by the Policy Review Working Group and policies
from other local and principal councils were reviewed to inform the
development of the policy and procedure for Cullompton. I attach a copy
of the agreed policy - there is no insistence that questions, or
statements must be made in writing in advance of the meeting but it is
clear that it is our preferred way of working.
We try and publically publish the supporting papers for agendas as soon
as the majority of the information is available and there is no intention to
deliberately withhold information.
The comments and complaints log should contain information on all
comments and complaints received about town council services – and I
have reminded all staff about that – the two examples you give – litter
and non-emptying of bins are not town council functions / services and
therefore would not be included.
The Town Council’s decision is to publish a log of all comments,
complaints and Freedom of Information requests – any sensitive or
confidential information is redacted - there is no discrimination as to
subject or complainant
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there needs to be a re-think of such restrictive
practices, why are the council hiding behind such
draconian procedures ?
I have raised this before and I am particularly
offended that you are ignoring the part of my
endorsement below [ It may contain privileged and
confidential information which is not to be disclosed
without the sender's express consent.] I have used
this endorsement for many years, (approved by the
legal profession) you are now overstepping the
mark by publishing excessive details which have
never been published before in comments and
complaints listings (usually only a brief summary &
written private report at meetings), I take this as a
personal aggressive attack on myself trying put me
in a bad light. I am now demanding that the
council does NOT publish such details contrary to
my endorsement
. Indeed I will go further, are you also going
publish all comments/complaints by the public
concerning, litter, non-emptying of bins, etc etc
which are made to the council by other members
of the public or are you just discriminating against
me ?
Please confirm by reply that the council will
respect my rights.

CC
36

24.0520

Email Access

Good afternoon,
I did not open any work related emails on the afternoon of 24 May 2020

Ms Norris
Did you open the above email subject as shown
today at :-

38
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Re-Opened
O
p
e24-May-20 at 13:02:08pm (UTC
n+01:00) - 99days21hours56mins after sending
e
d
L
o
c
a
Frankfurt Am Main, Hessen, Germany
t
i
o
n

This email relates to emails that you have said
have been archived, it was originally sent
13/2/2020.& allegedly archived mid-April 2020.
Did you open this email ?
Please reply so I can add or remove from my list.
Thank you.

CC
37

26.05.20

Website

Missing Agenda & document

Good afternoon,
Thank you for your emails of 26 and 27 May.
I have just checked the council and committee pages on the
website and the links and all seem to be in working order; I am sure
39
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that you will also notice that we have been doing some forward
planning and have entered future meeting dates as well

No appendix links ?????

CC
38

27.05.20

Website

Dear all,
Where are the links and documents for this meeting
?
How can the public ask questions if you don't
display documents well in advance of meeting ?
40

See response to C C 37 above
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Just a few questions 1, tufty park _ the laurel hedge has
been mentioned that it needs hard trimming back. The
tc staff cut the grass but left the hedge 2, why would
the tc operative be needing to go in so early to work at
the cemetary 3, why has the street furniture like
41

Email 1.
Good morning,
I am emailing to confirm that I have been told of comments you have
made on Facebook relating to the work of the outdoor team and
questions you have raised namely 1, tufty park _ the laurel hedge has
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benches, planters and posts not been maintained with a
lick of paint let alone checked for safety With some staff
spending much of their day on dossers bench, it seems
the staff are not willing to do much work.
Note: the above was posted on Facebook to a
Councillor

been mentioned that it needs hard trimming back. 1. The tc staff cut the
grass but left the hedge 2, why would the tc operative be needing to go
in so early to work at the cemetary 3, why has the street furniture like
benches, planters and posts not been maintained with a lick of paint let
alone checked for safety
I will send you a response within the next 15 working days

Email 2
Town clerk & cllr morten
I have received the email this morning
I have 2 comments to make
1, the use of the word comments made on Facebook
were in fact questions
2, where in the policies does it direct the clerk to
respond in 15 working days
This is a delay tactic, and will almost 3 weeks before
anything gets started.
Read your policy on complaints
Email 3
have noted the reply by the clerk, about the
QUESTIONS I asked to Cllr Morton on a facebook page
relevant to a councillor community surgery.
I take offence that the questions I asked, are been
twisted to make it look like comments are being used as
a have a a go at the council/ These questions were quite
rightly being asked to a Cllr to which he would then take
up with the council.
In reply to the 3 questions asked, the explanations seem
42
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to also be vague and trying to avoid the issue.

1, tufty park _ the laurel hedge has been mentioned that
it needs hard trimming back. 1. The tc staff cut the grass
but left the hedge. The grass at Tufty park is cut by
contractors – Halycon. The cutting of any trees, hedges
bushes etc is very limited from April to September due
to birds nesting and the provisions of the Hedgerows
Act. The outdoor team supervisor is aware of the laurel
hedge and has a price for doing the work and subject to
Committee approval will arrange for it to be cut in the
early autumn.

The outdoor team are more than capable of
trimming a hedge, and cutting grass. The procedure
of checking a hedge before cutting, is relatively
simple.
If the council have the tools to do the job, then a
explanation on WHY the staff will not do the work, as
you seem to have 4 of a team. It has been noted by
others and myself that observations of outdoor team
members sitting around at the cemetary car park shows
how little work is actually being done. Maybe some
random inspection, or job work sheets need to be
enforced?. Why get the expense of getting a contractor
in WASTING public money
2, why would the tc operative be needing to go in so
early to work at the cemetary . The Outdoor team are
working their standard hours which is a start time of
6.30am for some team members.
In a previous email you had sent me, you explained that
the outdoor team had been told that their hours had
43
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changed to a later time to reflect the work needed to be
done.
There have been times the operative ( perry stickland)
has been in at random times at 6AM at the cemetary.
How do I know, well on my way to work, it has been
noted with observations that he will turn up there at that
time. WHY ? There is no work to do or very little being
done for the first 3 hours, and this time could be better
spent by either moving the hours forward so that
supervision can be given on work & jobs to be carried
out.

3, why has the street furniture like benches, planters
and posts not been maintained with a lick of paint
let alone checked for safety. The Outdoor Team
Supervisor is aware of some bollards and tubs
which need refurbishment or replacement during
the next 12 months and this will depend upon the
budget available. Maintenance of this nature is
usually done in the autumn or spring. If there is a
particular item which you believe is unsafe please
let me know
There are many jobs to the street furniture &
council assets that need some maintenance. There
seems to be a culture of wait till it gets complained
about instead of maintaining the assets to a quality.
There are the bus shelters, bins, and doors all
needing some lick of paint, Covid19 does not
prevent these jobs being done, and certainly the
annual maintenance should be in the outdoor teams
work schedules.
Ive seen very little effort or structure, and putting
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the firmly on the councillors, clerk, supervisors, and
outdoor team. There is NO reason other than to do
the bare minimum and not have a care of the town.
The culture must change, or the public will force
the change.
Regards
CC
40

29.05.20

Clothing
Bank

CC
41

29.05.20

Email access

People are still leaving clothing outside the clothing
bank. Which will encourage certain others to Rip them
open again. I'm really sorry to prob annoy you regarding
this. I'm not sure why people are not putting it into the
bank. Whether it's because it's full or maybe locked ? Or
because there is a sign that includes saying do not enter
on it ? Please can you contact them . If not I could
again ? “
Note: the above was posted on Facebook
All the emails listed below were previously opened
21May 2020 .......... this is not faulty software, it is
a human being tampering, enough is enough.
Please note besides being nosey parker, the
person is also an insomniac, look at the times ........

Email sent to the Firefighters Charity who operate the Clothing bank

Good afternoon,
I am emailing to acknowledge receipt of your email dated 29 May 2020
with a subject of “All Councillors” . I am not entering into any
correspondence regarding this email as it is associated with your ongoing complaint

Log of inbox at 07:40am Friday 29th May 2020
Image redacted

CC
42

01.06.20

Email access

Snoopy / Insomniac at it again

Good afternoon,
I am emailing to acknowledge receipt of your email dated 1 June 2020
with a subject of “You have post!” . I am not entering into any
correspondence regarding this email as it is associated with your ongoing complaint

Image redacted
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Email 1
Can you explain to the public, the reason for
putting the agenda item 8 website discussion in
part 2 ?
This should be pen for discussion as you have
already discussed the financing of this in another
meeting.
The Agenda item should be in the public domain,
and under the legislation, what definition are you
referring to the EXCLUDE this from the public.
Here is a example from a large council, that equally
applies to a town & parish council.
I would like a response BEFORE the meeting on
what your criterea & reasoning for putting this
item 8 into Paet2 exclusion of the public.
Here is the relevant document you MUST READ

Email from Committee Chair:
The agenda includes a recommendation from the clerk to deal with
two items after the exclusion of the press and public, the reasons
for this recommendation are included on the agenda.

Exclusion of press and public
Guidance about Schedule 12 A - Local Government
Act 1972
Introduction
From 1 March 2006 Schedule 12A of the Local
Government Act 1972 "the 1972 Act" was
amended. This was to take account of the impact
of the Freedom of Information Act 2000 (FOIA).
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I imagine the basis of this recommendation comes from the Local
Government Act 1972, Schedule 12A, Part 1.3, but I’m no expert,
and I would expect there to be compelling reasons to make such a
recommendation.
However, it should be remembered that this is a recommendation,
the decision to hold a discussion in private is made by Councillors
at the meeting and I certainly haven’t pre-determined any
decisions; I have noted the clerks recommendation and before
making such a decision on this particular item, I will balance the
public interest in the matter against the potential for prejudicing
the Councils (and therefore the tax payers) commercial and
financial interests
Email from Town Clerk
Good evening,
I acknowledge receipt of your email. Cllr Buczkowski has responded
to you in detail and it is up to the Committee to decide if they
believe it is appropriate for any of the items to be taken without
the press and public present.
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There are 10 categories of information which can
be exempt, 3 of which relate specifically to
Standards Committee or Sub-Committee meetings.
All of them require consideration of the public
interest before deciding whether to withhold the
information. Details of the categories are attached
as an Appendix to this guidance.
What is the starting point?
The initial position should always be in favour of
disclosure of as much information as possible
about the decisions the council takes, and only in
limited circumstances should information be
withheld, where there is a justification, in law, for
doing so.
How should we consider the exemptions?
Start from the position that you will disclose
everything. If there is information that you think
should be withheld, check if any 1 or more of
the 10 categories apply. If they do apply, consider
the public interest test.
What is the public interest test?
The public interest test in Section 2 of the FOIA
provides that the council must release the
information unless, "in all the circumstances of the
case, the public interest in maintaining the
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exemption outweighs the public interest in
disclosing the information".
This requires the council to make a judgement
about the public interest. Where the balance
between disclosure and withholding the
information is seen as equal, the information must
be released.
What is the public interest?
There is no legal definition of what the public
interest is but Meredith Cook in her 2003 Study
"Balancing the Public Interest: Applying the public
interest test to exemptions in the UK Freedom of
Information Act 2000" identifies the following as
some of the relevant considerations in favour of
disclosure:
 The public interest in disclosure is
particularly strong where the information in
question would assist public understanding
of an issue that is subject to current
national debate.
 The issue has generated public or
parliamentary debate.
 Proper debate cannot take place without
wide availability of all the relevant
information.
 The issue affects a wide range of individuals
or companies.
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The public interest in a local interest group
having sufficient information to represent
effectively local interests on an issue.
 Facts and analysis behind major policy
decisions.
 Knowing reasons for decisions.
 Accountability for proceeds of sale of assets
in public ownership.
 Openness and accountability for tender
processes and prices.
 Public interest in public bodies obtaining
value for money.
 Public health.
 Contingency plans in an emergency.
 Damage to the environment.
In the introduction to the FOIA the Information
Commissioner lists the following public interest
factors that would encourage the disclosure of
information:






Furthering the understanding of and
participation in the public debate of issues
of the day.
Promoting accountability and transparency
by public authorities for decisions taken by
them.
Promoting accountability and transparency
in the spending of public money.
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Allowing individuals to understand
decisions made by public authorities
affecting their lives and, in some cases,
assisting individuals in challenging those
decisions.
 Bringing to light information affecting
public safety.
The guidance from the Information Commissioner's
Officer is in the Freedom of Information Act
Awareness Guidance No 3 The Public Interest Test,
which is available from the Information
Commissioners Office
Who decides whether something is exempt or
not?
The Cabinet, committee or person (where a
delegated officer decision is involved) considering
the report will actually decide whether information
contained in the report is exempt or not. However,
bearing in mind the legal requirements for agendas
and papers to be published in advance, the report
writer initially needs to consider these issues and
give the reasoning for their view as to whether
information within a report should be exempt or
not. A practice of applying "Exempt" status to a
report without reasons being set out is no longer
acceptable. Democratic Services will be the first
point of contact for the report writer regarding a
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report or information within a report which he/she
considers should be exempt. Legal advice on the
application and interpretation of the new Schedule
12A provisions will be provided by an Officer from
Legal Services. In the event of any dispute,
ultimately the Service Director – Corporate
Services (Monitoring Officer) will make a final
decision as to whether or not some or all of a
report should be treated as exempt, before the
relevant agendas and papers are published.
What are the process considerations?
You need to build in a step in the writing of reports
that involves consideration of whether there is
exempt information contained within a report and
whether the public interest in disclosure outweighs
the use of an exemption. Whether a report is
considered to contain exempt information is a
matter initially for the report writer.
How, in practice, should reports be written to
take account of this new approach?
Where there is considered to be exempt
information in a report, decide if it should be
placed in a schedule separate to the main body of
the report. All that does is physically separate the
potentially exempt information into an easily
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identifiable document. In the event of a FOIA
request being made, the main body of the report
can then be disclosed with the exempt schedule
being withheld. This will not always be a practical
option, particularly where the exempt information
forms the majority of the information within the
report or where its separation from the rest of a
report makes the report meaningless or difficult to
interpret or present. In such cases, there may be
no alternative to making all of the report exempt.
Appendix
Schedule 12A from the 1972 Act from 1 March
2006
Description
of Exempt
Information

Qualificati
on
Informatio
n is not
exempt
informatio
n if it
relates to
proposed

Notes
Applies to all
categories of
otherwise
exempt
information.
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developm
ent for
which the
local
planning
authority
may grant
itself
planning
permissio
n
pursuant
to
regulation
3 of the
Town and
County
Planning
General
Regulation
s 1992.
1.
Information
relating to

Exempt
informatio
n if and so
long, as in

Names,
addresses or
telephone
numbers can
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any
individual

all the
circumsta
nces of
the case,
the public
interest in
maintainin
g the
exemption
outweighs
the public
interest in
disclosing
the
informatio
n.

identify
individuals.
Also consider the
council's Data
Protection Act
responsibilities.

2.
Information
which is
likely to
reveal the
identity of
an individual

Exempt
informatio
n if and so
long, as in
all the
circumsta
nces of
the case,
the public

Names,
addresses or
telephone
numbers can
identify
individuals.
Also consider the
council's Data
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3.
Information
relating to
the financial
or business
affairs of
any
particular
person
(including
the
authority
holding that

Council Response/action

interest in
maintainin
g the
exemption
outweighs
the public
interest in
disclosing
the
informatio
n.

Protection Act
responsibilities.

Exempt
informatio
n if and so
long, as in
all the
circumsta
nces of
the case,
the public
interest in
maintainin
g the
exemption
outweighs

The authority is a
reference to the
principal council,
for example
Rochdale, or, as
the case may be,
the committee or
sub-committee in
relation to whose
proceedings or
documents the
question
whether
information is
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the public
interest in
disclosing
the
informatio
n.
Informatio
n falling
within
paragraph
3 is not
exempt
informatio
n by virtue
of that
paragraph
if it is
required
to be
registered
under:
(a) the
Companie
s Act 1985

Council Response/action

exempt or not
falls to be
determined.
Financial or
business affairs
includes
contemplated, as
well as past or
current activities.
Registered in
relation to
information
required to be
registered under
the Building
Societies Act
1986, means
recorded in the
public file of any
building society
(within the
meaning of that
Act).

(b) the
Friendly
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Societies
Act 1974
(c) the
Friendly
Societies
Act 1992
(d) the
Industrial
and
Provident
Societies
Acts 1965
to 1978
(e) the
Building
Societies
Act 1986
(f) the
Charities
Act 1993
4.
Information
relating to
any

Exempt
informatio
n if and so
long, as in

The authority is a
reference to the
principal council
or, as the case
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d
consultation
s or
negotiations
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relations
matter
arising
between the
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a Minister of
the Crown
and
employees
of, or office
holders

all the
circumsta
nces of
the case,
the public
interest in
maintainin
g the
exemption
outweighs
the public
interest in
disclosing
the
informatio
n.

Council Response/action

may be, the
committee or
sub-committee in
relation to whose
proceedings or
documents the
question
whether
information is
exempt or not
falls to be
determined.
Employee means
a person
employed under
a contract of
service.
Labour relations
matter means:
(a) any of the
matters specified
in paragraphs (a)
to (g) of Section
218 (1) of the
Trade Union and
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Labour
Relations (Conso
lidation) Act 1992
(matters which
may be the
subject of a trade
dispute, within
the meaning of
that Act); or
(b) any dispute
about a matter
falling within
paragraph (a)
above.
(this applies to
trade disputes
relating to office
holders as well as
employees).
Office holder in
relation to the
authority, means
the holder of any
paid office
appointments to
which are or may
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be made or
confirmed by the
authority or by
any joint board
on which the
authority is
represented or
by any person
who holds any
such office or is
an employee of
the authority.
5.
Information
in respect of
which a
claim to
legal
professional
privilege
could be
maintained
in legal
proceedings.

Exempt
informatio
n if and so
long, as in
all the
circumsta
nces of
the case,
the public
interest in
maintainin
g the
exemption

Privilege lies with
the "client"
which broadly is
the council.
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outweighs
the public
interest in
disclosing
the
informatio
n.
6.
Information
which
reveals that
the
authority
proposes:
(a) to give
under any
enactment a
notice under
or by virtue
of which
requirement
s are
imposed on
a person; or

Exempt
informatio
n if and so
long, as in
all the
circumsta
nces of
the case,
the public
interest in
maintainin
g the
exemption
outweighs
the public
interest in
disclosing
the

The authority is a
reference to the
principal council
or, as the case
may be, the
committee or
sub-committee in
relation to whose
proceedings or
documents the
question
whether
information is
exempt or not
falls to be
determined.
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7.
Information
relating to
any action
taken or to
be taken in
connection
with the
prevention,
investigatio
n or
prosecution
of crime.

Exempt
informatio
n if and so
long, as in
all the
circumsta
nces of
the case,
the public
interest in
maintainin
g the
exemption
outweighs
the public
interest in
disclosing
the

Council Response/action
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informatio
n.
Description
of exempt
information
relating to
an Audit &
Governance
Committee
meetings
ONLY (in
addition to
paras 1-7
above)

Qualificati
on

Notes

8.
Information
which is
subject to
any
obligation of
confidentiali
ty.

Exempt
informatio
n if and so
long, as in
all the
circumsta
nces of
the case,
the public
interest in

This will not
apply to all the
papers before an
Audit &
Governance
Committee and is
likely to need
careful
consideration in
the
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the
informatio
n
9.
Information
which re
lates in any
way to
matters
concerning
national
security.

Council Response/action

circumstances of
a Local
Investigation or
Determination.

Exempt
informatio
n if and so
long, as in
all the
circumsta
nces of
the case,
the public
interest in
maintainin
g the
exemption
outweighs
the public
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interest in
disclosing
the
informatio
n.
10. The
deliberation
s of an Audit
&
Governance
Committee
or of a SubCommittee
of an Audit
&
Governance
Committee
established
under the
provisions of
Part 3 of the
Local
Government
Act 2000 in
reaching any

Exempt
informatio
n if and so
long, as in
all the
circumsta
nces of
the case,
the public
interest in
maintainin
g the
exemption
outweighs
the public
interest in
disclosing
the

This will apply in
relation to Local
Determinations
whether the
original report
came from an
Ethical Standards
Officer or from a
Local
Investigator.
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informatio
n.

Email 2
Thank you James for getting back to me so quickly.
The mere fact the Agenda item has no reasons to
explain WHY the item is going into Part2 is a big
cause for concern to both councillors & the public
New Website (deferred from 12.03.2020 &
22.05.2020) To consider a report regarding the
costs of designing and hosting a new Town
Council website and make a decision /
recommendation regarding the way forward.
(Appendix E - confidential for Councillors only)
When you read the definitions of what the
legislation has set out, the agenda item MUST have
a reason on why & under what part of part 2 it
66

Committee Chair’s response to email 2
Hello XXXXXXXX,
The reason is contained within the recommendation to exclude the
press and public (Item #6)
6. Exclusion of the Press and Public
To consider passing a resolution to exclude the public and press
[other than the Complainant
and their representative who may remain for the sole purpose of
stating their complaint and
answering any questions from the Committee then leave] for
Agenda Item 7 Complaint, on the
grounds that publicity would be prejudicial to the public interest by
reason of its confidential
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relates to.
Maybe this should be considered?
You need to build in a step in the writing of reports that
involves consideration of whether there is exempt
information contained within a report and whether the
public interest in disclosure outweighs the use of an
exemption. Whether a report is considered to contain
exempt information is a matter initially for the report
writer.

To be fair the item8 is very poorly set out.
1, the design should have been scoped and
specified out in advance
2, The hosting should have been investigated and
specified
3, There are councillors who's trade outside the
council could influence a decision made without
declaring personal/pecuniary interests
4, where have the 3 quotes or more been done?
this cannot be done unless there is a specification.
There is again a secrecy to this NEW website and to
be open & accountable.
Where has the opportunity to revamp tweek the
current website.?
I have gone through lots of the previous minutes,
but the IT working group still has to be published.

nature (staffing) and Agenda Item 8 New Website , on the grounds
that publicity would be
prejudicial to the public interest by reason of its confidential nature
(financial information and
items that may be subject to negotiation)
The reports relating to these items have been withheld from public
circulation and deposit.
I have a fairly comprehensive report, I clearly cant share that with
you; but it does address some of your concerns.
Let me come back to you why the IT Working Group minutes
haven’t been published (I don’t think we “Publish” working group
minutes on their own, as no decisions are made; they are usually
reported to the parent committee), but I will come back with a firm
answer.

Committee Chair’s response to email 3

Email 3

Hello XXXXXXXXX
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James
could you give me a explanation on the agend item
itself, as it seem the item has not gone through the
due process to get to this point
I placed a few questions to highlight this issue

The IT working group came to the conclusion that it would be better to
create a website from scratch that will incorporate all of the information
that the Council must publish, along with information that it would like to
publish in a way that is easy for members of the public to access, along
with it being simple to manage. The working group looked at a number
of different parish council websites for inspiration and asked that quotes
be obtained for the cost of creating / hosting similar websites; this is
clearly reported in the notes from the working group meetings.
The working group has not received the report as it has not been able to
meet with a quorate number of members, one reason being that a
member excluded himself from the process due to a pecuniary interest.
It is perfectly acceptable for this report to come straight to committee for
consideration, you will note that the agenda does not suggest any
recommendation from the working group, nor does it suggest any
particular course of action; the committee will consider the report, and
then decide how it wishes to proceed, which may very well involve
further steps or clarification; I wouldn’t want to pre-determine what
committee members may decide to do or not do.

Who opened the email for 2 people just 24seconds
apart ? So Please give me a truthful answer.
This was just after last nights video conference, original
email references is below Further text / images have
been redacted as it contains email addresses and names

Good afternoon,
I acknowledge receipt of the emails detailed below:
Date
Title
5 June
PFP 4/6/2020 video conference
6 June
more snooping – Data Breach
9 June
Council:- my emails
11 June
Snooper again!
12 June
Cease & desist this continuing farce of
email tampering
12 June
Cease & desist this continuing farce of
email tampering now, please
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14 June

Council snooper at it again today.

I shall not be sending any further response to these emails as they are
related to your on-going complaint

CC
45

06.06.20

Email access

CC
46

09.06.20

Email access

CC
47

11.06.20

Email access

Ms Norris,
Yet again this morning 3 times emails opened
including email that should have been archived.
I have previously by email requested emails be
archived as per council policy, I now demand
please confirmation this has been done and only
you can access them with my permission & only
when you ask to view them giving a
legitimate reason.
This breach of data and intrusion into my emails is
now past a joke, please stop it, who ever it is.
Thank you.
Further text / images have been redacted as it contains
email addresses and names
Ms Norris
Overnight several emails opened that had been
sent to assistant to clerk, Town Clerk & yourself as
Joy.Norris, this shows manual inspection of emails,
some of which you said had been archived in April !
PLEASE, yet again confirm that all my email have
been archived and only you can access them with
my permission!
Further text / images have been redacted as it contains
email addresses and names
Another originally sent
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See response to CC 44 above

See response to CC 44 above

See response to CC 44 above
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Further text / images have been redacted as it contains
email addresses and names
Below is a screen capture of snoopers access to
See response to CC 44 above
my emails since midnight, at no time have you
investigated who is opening these emails at such
ridiculous times or the reason for the snooping.
This is now breaching my privacy, Human Rights,
council policies and statute law, I am now
demanding that ALL of my emails are archived and
NOT accessible to anyone without my express
permission.
Please confirm that this has been done within
24hours. Cease and Desist this stupid farce NOW!
Thank you.
Further text / images have been redacted as it contains
email addresses and names
Ms Norris & Snooper!
See response to CC 44 above
Below is a screen capture of snoopers access to
my emails since midnight, at no time have you
investigated who is opening these emails at such
ridiculous times or the reason for the snooping.
This is now breaching my privacy, Human Rights,
council policies and statute law, I am now
demanding that ALL of my emails are archived and
NOT accessible to anyone without my express
permission.
Please confirm that this has been done within
24hours. Cease and Desist this stupid farce NOW!
Thank you.
Further text / images have been redacted as it contains
email addresses and names
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Email access

Ms Norris
Further text / images have been redacted as it contains
email addresses and names
Was this you opening this email? If "YES" why?, IF
NOT you- who ?
Please give me a full reply.Thank you

See response to CC 44 above

25.06.20

Email
acknowledge
ment

Ms Norris,
Yet again a repeated excuse to cover your
failure to reply properly within acceptable time
limits ( 5-10 day) in council policies !
Many emails as I have said before are as you can
see for 5 June
PFP 4/6/2020 video conference, &
6 June more snooping – Data Breach 19 and
20 days !!!!!
As you and so called committee are ignoring me
and my evidence,I assume you have dumped doing
anything as it suites certain individuals needs!
Therefore you should answer emails as I would
expect a professional clerk to do, oh, what do the
qualification by your name mean ?

No response sent as this was complai8nant#’s response to email
response detailed in CC 44

30.04.20

Grass cutting
method at
the cemetery

Not happy with the XXXXXX crash, bang, wallop, 5
second, that'll do jobbie is not the way to cut the grass in
the Cemetery. Can't be bothered to move anything so
hits things with the strimmer, I'll be bringing in my metal
pitcher jug(in due time) for a replacement. Inform the
powers that be I'm on his case.

Good morning,
My colleague Jackie forwarded me your email about grass cutting in the
Cemetery and I am sorry that you have found it necessary to complain
and that it took some time for the complaint to reach me.
The Outdoor Team Supervisor has spoken to the staff who are cutting the
grass in the cemetery and reminded them of the care and respect that
needs to be shown and the need to report any damage.
If you have any concerns in the future please do not hesitate to email me
direct – and if there is particular damage to report please let me have the
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plot number, the nature of the damage and when you think it may have
happened.
Joy

CC
52

13.06.20

Committee
Papers /
Website

Email 1
Ms Norris
It appears that yesterday Friday 12th June very
late you reopened an email Re Agenda & Links
sent on 26th May 2020, was that in preparation for
the new agenda for PFP next
week? http://www.cullomptontowncouncil.go
v.uk/_UserFiles/Files/_Agendas/20200616%
20PFP/Agenda%20Publ.pdf there is NO details
on the Agenda other than Zoom details ! This is
NOT a complaint or an FOI request, I am informing
you yet again, of an error on web site
Email 2

Further to email sent a few minutes ago, my apologies,
the web servers were very slow and did NOT display the
full agenda. At least I admit my mistakes !
Email 3

Ms Norris
Many links missing, also some links are in pdf ,
others have to be downloaded , can all links be pdf
and able to be opened on line ?
Email 4 25.06.20
Total rubbish, look at date and time your papers are
written, then published even to councillors are NOT
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Good afternoon XXXXX
I am emailing with regard to your emails to me on 13 June regarding
meeting information published on the Town Council website.
The Notice of a meeting has to be published 3 clear days before a
meeting and as such we put the Notice on our website together with an
agenda to meet that statutory timetable.
Many of the agenda items have a supporting paper to provide
information for Councillors that may assist them in reaching a decision,
there is no legal timetable for publication of such supporting papers. We
endeavour to publish supporting documents with the agenda but that is
not always for possible for a variety of reasons - therefore not all papers
will necessarily be published on the website at the same time – we will
put them on as soon as they are available – but that is why some links
sometimes appear to be missing.
As Cllr Buczkowski has stated on a number of occasions, where papers
are circulated at the meeting for any reason these will be put on the
website as soon as possible after the meeting and ideally they should
carry an annotation that they were circulated at meeting XXXXX held on
YYYYYY.
I hope this explains why sometimes agendas and supporting papers are
published at different times and also why sometimes there are missing
links.
chrch
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within correct dates for them ! I do screen captures and
too many porkies being told by too many people
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Topic
Email Access

Ms Norris,
I am having a series of emails opened today
morning/afternoon, are you opening them?
These emails are meant to be archived, so why are
they still being opened, I have not given
permission!
Please reply asap.
Thank You
Further text / images have been redacted as it contains
email addresses and names

Good afternoon,
I acknowledge receipt of your email dated 22 June with the subject
stated as “Council” . I shall not be sending any further response to this
emails as it relates to your on-going complaint

CC
54

14.06.20

Email access

Ms Norris,
The below was opened yet again today as well as
several others.
Did you open this today ? Please let me know so I can
add to my records.
Thank you.
Further text / images have been redacted as it contains
email addresses and names

Good afternoon,
I acknowledge receipt of the emails detailed below:
Date
Title
14 June
Full Council meeting 13.02.2020
opened today 24/05/2020
16 June
Council PFP meeting 4 June & 16 June
2020 [important]

Comment/Complaint

Council Response/action

I shall not be sending any further response to these emails as they are
related to your on-going complaint; regarding the questions you raise in
the 16 June email, you are aware of the PFP Committee’s decision to
appoint an independent person to provide a report that will assist the
Committee in agreeing if any further action is required in relation to your
complaint.
Joy

CC
55

16.06.20

Email access

See response to CC 54

Ms Norris,
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Below is my log of the last 30 hrs of emails
accessed by someone on the council contrary to
my instructions, & council arching rules.
Before the last PFP meeting you refused to discuss
any matter re these unauthorised accesses, as the
meeting has gone, can you now please supply me
with:1. Why you are failing to stop the snooping?
2. Please give me a full and proper reason for
access to these emails as most have been dealt
with many weeks or months ago?
3. Could I please be informed of outcome of PFP
meeting on 4th June 2020 as you seem to be
discussing this tonight the 16th June!
Further text / images have been redacted as it contains
email addresses and names
I do look forward to receiving an early reply from
you rather than you ignoring my emails for weeks
on end!
Thank you.

CC
56

16.06.20

Email access
/ Complaint

Ms Norris
See response to CC 54
I am very disappointed in the minutes of the
meeting, they have been distorted and do not relate
to the actual comments I made.
My complaints have NOT varied at all, again
distortion of facts, the mayor or anyone else has
NOT investigated the matter of complaint at all.
Why are you appointing outside consultants to
examine my emails? I have not and do not given
you or anyone else the right to examine my emails,
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I have stated this very clearly to you on several
occasions.
The cause of the security issue is to do with bad
management of the council, also the failure to
change passwords accordingly and reprimand staff
that are putting me in a situation to complain. You
and the council could have been handled more
professionally, the council are spending an
incredible amount of time and money, you have
wasted enough public money protecting a failed
council, thats my right of freedom of speech.
I will reiterate that you don't have permission to
show or supply any of my emails to anyone
from now on.
I will again ask you to confirm this by return.
Thank you.

CC
57

18.06.20

Email Access
/ complaint

Email 1

Good afternoon,

Ms Norris
I am very disappointed in the minutes of the
meeting, they have been distorted and do not
relate to the actual comments I made.
My complaints have NOT varied at all, again
distortion of facts, the mayor or anyone else has
NOT investigated the matter of complaint at all.
[ Why are you appointing outside consultants to
examine my emails? I have not and do not given
you or anyone else the right to examine my
emails, I have stated this very clearly to you on
several occasions. ]
The cause of the security issue is to do with bad
management of the council, also the failure to

Response to Email 1
I am responding to your email dated 16 June 2020 sent via the Deputy
Town Clerk . It is up to the Councillors to agree whether or not any draft
minutes are confirmed or for them to agree if they wish any amendments
to be made.
As you know The Policy, Finance & Personnel Committee have agreed to
appoint an independent specialist to provide a report that will assist the
Committee in agreeing if any further action is required in relation to your
complaint. The nature of your allegations will be explained to the
consultant in order they can provide a report to the committee including
possible explanations., this does not man we will have to provide the
consultant with your email address or copies of your emails.
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change passwords accordingly and
I will not be entering into any further correspondence with you on the
reprimand staff that are putting me in a situation
Committee’s decision to appoint an independent specialist to assist with
to complain. You and the council could have been processing your complaint.
handled more professionally, the council are
spending an incredible amount of time and
money, you have wasted enough public money
protecting a failed council, thats my right of
freedom of speech.
[ I will reiterate that you don't have permission
to show or supply any of my emails to anyone
from now on. ]
[ I will again ask you to confirm this by return.]
Thank you.
Email 2
You are full of Bull..........
Please advice who is doing a so called investigation
NOW after I did ask for this many months ago, also they
need to discuss matter with me otherwise you are
acting like a cangaroo court and I have done nothing
wrong.
Oh, please see ...

No response sent to Email 2

I know more than you realise!

CC
58

25.06.20

Cancelled
Planning
Committee

Ms Norris
What the hell is going on with the web site and
administration of meetings

Good afternoon,
Unfortunately there was a date error on the agenda published for the
intended meeting on 25 June which was not noticed in time to republish
the corrected agenda and still hold the meeting. Due to the
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Yesterday 24th I was in discussion with several
objectors that wanted to know what was happening re
application Plymtree/Langfor
I want two links of web site today to login see screen
captures

CC
59

28.06.20

Allotment

commitments of Councillors it took a couple of days to fix a replacement
date and the first date it was possible to re-arrange the meeting for was
30 June. In order to ensure that the meeting was called legally, we
therefore cancelled the meeting scheduled 25 June and on 23
June issued a new agenda and supporting papers for a meeting on 30
June.

What a fiasco, you don't even say cancelled and
rearranged for another date.
This is an utter disgrace and failure. You can see I have
put stamp date on them so you know its genuine !
I hope you don't take another 19 days to reply.

I will bear in mind your comments about putting a replacement date on
the website if / when one is known when a meeting is cancelled for any
reason . I have also introduced a checklist system for meeting agendas
which should minimise the risk of the same error recurring.

I wrote previously on this matter around 16th June but I
have not heard from you since. I am on our plots today
tending them and harvesting and see that the Council
has not cleared the mess of seeding weeds.
We, like many others here, work hard on our allotments
yer still have to suffer the Councils neglect.

Many thanks for your e-mail as per below.
I apologise that you have not received any communication further to
your earlier message –
from what I understand we are currently working on a report (further to
the recent inspection) to be supplied to the trustees and are also looking
at the allocation of any vacant plots to prospective tenants. I understand
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Kindly send your workforce or contractors to GOB site
to sort this mess out.
Best wishes,

that this plot may be one of those - I will clarify the position and will
come back to you asap.
We are scheduling a meeting of the trustees and as you know plan to
report on any comments we have received relating to the Gift of A.
Burrows site - including your own. I will of course let you know when
this meeting will be.
Kind regards

CC
60

30.06.20

Comments
on facebook
Follow-on
from CC 39-

All
I have now got to the point that the disrespect and
the sheer avoidance of addressing the issues is
getting beyond a joke.
The clerk is failing to reply promptly, within the
policies set out. The clerk is failing to deal with the
issues of staffing, supervision, and work quality.
Excuses being made to cover up the failings of staff
and councillors.
I am going to take this oportunity to comment that
the councillors represent the electorate and must
remind themselves of that FACT. There will be
further challenges to the running of this council,
and its legal obligations.
Some serious changes need to be made urgently,
or see some very embarrassing truths being aired
in public
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Good morning, XXXXX,
I responded to the original questions and have noted your further
comments in the email of 17 June and again this morning. I have nothing
further to add o my question responses.
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Email 1
All
Can the clerk or any councillor explain WHY the
council van was parked where it been told not to.
No loading or unloading was observed.
ALL staff have been informed of not to park there
and disciplinary action WILL be taken.
This was observed this week.
Dashcam footage and still footage has been made.
Someone to lazy to park in st andrews car park.
Also the said employee dressed on joggers teeshirt
and sweat jacket with casial shoes shows this
person may not have been officially working.
I would like explanation and not exvuses
Thank you

Response 1
Good morning,
Thank you for your email about the parking of the Town Council
van outside the Town Hall. As your email did not specify a date /
time of the incident I have taken it as occurring the same day as
you sent your email.
I have looked into this matter by speaking to the driver, speaking to
a person who was working at the town hall at the time the
deliveries / collections were made and having the CCTV footage
checked.
The driver was officially working and picking up and dropping off
items at the town hall to do with the re-opening of the public
toilets.
The van was parked outside the town hall twice on 9 July 2020, the
first occasion it arrived at 12:22hrs and departed at 12:39hrs and
on the second occasion it arrived at 13:35hrs and departed at
13:53hrs.
The driver and the person working at the Town Hall’s version of
events match.
From your pictures, the vehicle appears to be parked considerately.
From the information that I currently have, I conclude that the
vehicle was parked with due regard for road and pavement users
and was parked for a short period for valid loading and unloading
purposes; I shall not therefore be taking any further action.
If your email does refer to an incident on a different day / time
please let me know and I will look into that as well.

Email 2
Thank you for your rely to my email.
I have read your reply, i find much of the
information you provided was innacurate.

Response 2
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l did not add date & time, for the reason that i
wanted the council to do a bit more checking first.
I have additional EVEIDENCE that the times stated
that the van was not being loaded in the second
load at 13:48 and clearly shows the van driver
walking into fore st with food.
If you are stating the van arrived at 13:38, i can
confirm that and at NO time was the van being
loaded with cleaning products into the van. I can
also confirm the van will have left circa 13:53. I put
it to you the staff came in for a lunch break and
parked outside the town hall. This is NOT loading
or unloading.
I therefore would like this progressed further, as
clearly the driver is not meant to be perking there
if NOT loading or unloading.
Your evidence of CCTV will need to be viewed by
the committee members and yourself, as my
dashcam footage shows clearly the evidence and
times.
I would like this dealt with properly, and not
brushed under the carpet yet again.
I will present my evidence in due course, when the
council requires proof at a committee meeting to
discuss this,

Good morning,
I have noted the comments in your email. I have looked into the
matter and from the information I have collected I do not have any
reason to believe that the van was parked with items being taken
to and from it on the date and times previously stated.
If you have information that proves beyond reasonable doubt
there was some wrong-doing by staff please let me have all the
relevant information and when I have that information and
reviewed it will decide what further course of action, if any,
appropriate.
Regards
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Ms Norris,
Please see screen capture, yet again it appears
that there is a deliberate delay in publishing
documents that are referred to in the Agenda of
meetings.
Under Covid rules ALL councils are required to
publish ALL documents on their websites (this
enables those under lockdown to know what is
happening etc)
From today (5th July 2020) onwards I will use
Google Confidential mode with my emails (There is
no breach of your privacy with it, if you think so,
then sue Google), as a public servant you are
required to open and answer all correspondence
from the public, you have NO right to dictate to me
which software I use, that's my business, as far as I
am concerned we are still a democracy and not yet
in a dictatorship, please respect my rights.
Thank you.
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Good morning,
As I have previously explained to you the supporting papers are
published on the website as soon as we can make them available.
The individual Supporting Papers for Council on 7 July were
published on the website on the upcoming meetings page on
Saturday. Unfortunately the supporting Papers Pack on the Town
Council page did not upload correctly - that has been remedied
this morning.
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The debacle in dealing with my issues over the
council email system is totally out of control and
taking too long to address. I need some answers
which should have been addressed by now by an
independent investigation or internally by any
competent person.

1. I am aware that Councillors and staff can
access emails via a Browser through Vision
ICT
2. Staff can also access emails via an
encrypted device by logging into
microshade
3. I am still getting regular access to my
emails held by the council via the 2 access
points
4. I am aware that some websites /
Organisations allow spiders, Bots etc to
scan periodically web pages which end up
being searched by known search engines
like Google, Bing etc
5. For organisations that hold a considerable
amount of emails n a secure environment
take steps to prevent scanning by spiders,
Bots etc to add additional excellent security
level and confidentiality to emails
6. Concern – What steps are taken by either
company to prevent scanning of
organisations emails, is it sufficient?
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Good morning,
I acknowledge receipt of your email sent via Gmail confidential mode on
7 July 2020.
The subject matter of the email is allied to your on-going complaint
however, on this occasion you have raised new specific concerns about
spiders and bots. As these subjects are beyond my current ICT knowledge
I have sent the text of those questions – (4, 5, 6 & 9) to our email
providers and will contact you again when I have responses from them.
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7. If it is sufficient , then why are myemails
being accessed numerous times almost
every day? Please explain
8. Have all my emails or any other persons
been archived as council policy says
9. What method of archiving, this should be
that all emails are placed in a secure
location , encrypted and not accessible by
spiders etc (including staff without my
permission)
10. Today I have had emails you said were
archived accessed, yet again, so they are
not in a secure encrypted location.
11. Or have they been downloaded onto a
laptop that is being accessed for unknown
reasons by some megalomaniac?
CC
64

7 July
2020

Seat at
Swallow Way
Bus Stop

This is the seat in Swallow Way Bus Stop that was last
painted about 5 years ago!
Councillors and staff keep referring to the excellent
work done by the staff!
Will supply more in due course on lack of routine
maintenance, you can not hide from this
severe neglect! Pictures are worth a thousand
words.........

Response 1
Good morning,
Thank you for your email about the seat at the Swallow Way bus stop.
The Outdoor Team Supervisor is in the process of compiling a
maintenance schedule for the Town Council’s street furniture which I
expect to be presented to the Town Centre & Economic Development
Committee in late summer /early autumn. I have asked that the Swallow
Way seat is inspected early in the process and that he lets me know when
the maintenance work is likely to be done. I will let you know when I
have that information.
Response 2
Good morning,
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I am emailing to update you about the seat in Swallow Way (further to
my email of 13 July). The Outdoor Supervisor has looked at the seat and
it is now scheduled for maintenance work during August.
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Response to email 2
Many thanks.

CC
65

09.07.20

Good morning,
I acknowledge receipt of your email sent via Gmail confidential mode on
9 July 2020 at 20:49hrs. I am not in a position to comment upon when
Councillors open or respond to emails.
I regularly check my in box which is arranged so that I can preview the
information without opening a specific email and I prioritise my work,
including dealing with emails and acknowledgements or responses,
accordingly.
The email highlighted on the screenshot I can see is one that was about
maintenance of a bench and sent on the afternoon of Tuesday 7 July and
I sent a response on the morning of Monday 13 July (this morning).
I could see from my preview that this was not an urgent matter nor time
critical and accordingly I prioritised work for the Town Council meeting
and the Performance, Finance & Policy & Committee and work
associated with the easing of lockdown. I give this as an example of

Emails not
opened
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prioritisation of a specific email on a specific occasion- each email and
circumstance may be different.

CC
66

CC
66
cont

09.07.20

14.07.20

Meeting 9
July 2020

Meeting 9
July 2020

Dear All
I have a valid question as to why emails are not being
opened or not replied to, yet alal I get ar epoor excuses
offered to me, you are all public servants and need to
respond properly.
In all my public service roles I have always been polite
asd I ws trained thatway over many years, yet the
continuing failure of this council to reply promptly and
supply answers is getting very frustrating, so perhaps
my choice of words may hav ebeen better. I make
mistakes like others do, I admit mine, as fr as I am
concerned you as public servants ar enot doing your job
properly.
I have very valid concerns over my complaint whwich
ulktimately affects all councillors and staff with a
serious set of issues, yet you are not working with me
to address matters.teh mailed that was referred to my
counciilorsthat wre NOT ncluded in the original have
been given the rong meaning to my questions. I have
NOT been rude in any way. I asked a proper question on
the clerkes qualifications and I expected a proper
answer to it!
Ms Norris,
My replies are in red
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Good evening,
I acknowledge receipt of your email sent via Gmail confidential mode on
9 July 2020 at 21:40hrs.
As I have stated on previous occasions it is not for me to comment upon
the way that Councillors undertake their role.
The email also refers to the way in which your complaint is being dealt
with – that is a matter for the Policy, Finance and Personnel Committee
and as the complaint process is ongoing it is not appropriate for me to
provide any response to your comments.
As regards to my qualifications they were fully documented on my
application form and the Town Council was of the opinion that I am
qualified to be appointed as the Town Clerk. The post nominals that I use
are internationally recognised qualifications , gained by study,
assessment and experience and are directly relevant to public service
leadership and governance.

No response sent
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As I have stated on previous occasions it is not for me to
comment upon the way that Councillors undertake
their role.
I agree , but they are accountable under various
regulations and policies as public servants to
communicate with the public, I may be wrong, BUT you
should also reply to emails in a proper manner as you
should always be checking on their needs for training
The email also refers to the way in which your
complaint is being dealt with – that is a matter for the
Policy, Finance and Personnel Committee and as the
complaint process is ongoing it is not appropriate for
me to provide any response to your comments.
If you cast your mind back to a pfp meeting which took
place in the town hall and I requested an independent
person to manage and deal with the complaint, and the
chair did say that that would be looked into further to
find someone!
As regards to my qualifications they were fully
documented on my application form and the Town
Council was of the opinion that I am qualified to be
appointed as the Town Clerk. The post nominals that I
use are internationally recognised qualifications ,
gained by study, assessment and experience and are
directly relevant to public service leadership and
governance.Forgive me, I don't need to be lectured as
to what may have been presented to the council on you
CV etc, I have seen and know the procedure, I also
know why people try to enhance their skills and roles in
life.I asked what your lettering was, as I did not know of
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them, and for the benefit of Councillor Guest "my
language " was not offensive, it was equivalent to a "PS"
postscript, a last-minute question at end of letter.I
would still like to know what the accredited letters
mean, please. Thank you.

CC
67

13.07.20

Work to
Chapel

 The scaffolding access ladder was placed on part
of their mother’s grave
 Their mother’s headstone had dust/debris over it
when they visited the grave at the weekend.

 immediately spoke to West Country Stonemasons and advised
that the access ladder must be moved to a more appropriate
location;
 that when any work is being undertaken which may detrimentally
impact on any surrounding memorial stones that the operatives
must take the necessary measures to safeguard these e.g. shield
the stones;
 have also asked that the stones are cleaned if there is any
remaining dust etc.
 Cemetery Operative asked to ‘keep an eye out’ for the scaffolders
and to check he is happy with where they intend to re-site the
ladder. He will also speak with the operatives about ensuring the
graves are protected in so much as is practicable.
 subsequently spoken with the complainants to advise of the
same (as above) and they are both happy with the proposed ‘plan
of action’ and have thanked the Council for its swift action and
for taking their concerns seriously. I have advised both to not
hesitate to get into contact with the Council should there be any
further issues but that hopefully there won’t be!

CC
68

20 July
2020

Town Hall &
Emails

Where are appointments mentioned in site ?
Also see re emails not being o[opened promptly....

Good afternoon,
I apologise for not sending this reply sooner.
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After the Cemetery and Town Hall meeting on 20 July when the
question about the town hall being open was asked I checked the
website and decided that the information about making an
appointment to visit the town hall was not clear enough so asked
for it to be re worded on the home page which was done within 24
hours – the screenshot below shows the revised wording.

The second part of your email refers to emails not being opened – I
have tried to look into this and match your list to my in box and I
have not been able to find matches against all the emails you have
recorded as being sent to me, however where I have found
matching text I have also found some anomalies with your
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records compared to the action I have taken and below are 3
examples of those anomalies.
Example 1 you have an email with date 20 May subject “guess
what 20/05/2020”– not being opened until 18 July – in fact I
replied on 21 May - please see the screenshot below

Example 2 is an email of 1 June with subject “You have post!” your
record shows that email not being opened until 8 July - this was
replied to on 1 June at 12:35hrs, I have written on the printed copy
of the email that I opened it on 1 June at 12:32hrs and in fact this
correspondence is recorded on the comments and complaints log
as CC42 which was reported to the PFP Committee on 16 June.
Example 3 – your record shows an email dated 12 May not being
opened until 22 June - the screenshot below shows that a
response was sent on 15 May
This email was recorded as CC24 and in the log reported to PFP
Committee on 22 May 2020.
The examples above clearly show that both your emails and my
responses were reported to the PFP Committee on dates well
before your record is saying that the email has been opened for
the first time.
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Town Hall
open by
appointment

The clerk was a nit taken back after my
question bout the town hall being opened. She
knew full well the information was not
published and now this morning a full update
on public access. I will expect a public apology
from the clerk in this matter as clearly was
trying to get round the public question.

Good morning
I am emailing regarding the question you asked at the Cemetery &
Town Hall Committee on 20 July and your subsequent message to
the Committee Chair to which I have been asked to respond.
When I replied to the question at the Committee meeting I was
under the impression that the information regarding the possibility
of attending the town hall in person, by appointment made by
phone or email, was on the website as we had been operating
that policy in a very limited way throughout the lockdown period.
After the meeting had finished I checked the website and although
the contact by phone or email information was there it didn’t make
it clear that a personal appointment may be possible so I requested
that was clarified and the site was updated the next morning.
Thank you for raising this matter.
Regards

FOI - vehicle
log

Town clerk - Joy Norris.
Please see letter ref FOI 9
having received your response to my request for
the vehicle van logs and the wrong information
supplied, I'm very disappointed that you need
another 10 days to respond to what should have
been information Cllr Dale was to have checked the
VAN LOGS between 1 April 2019 and 31 November
2019.
You have supplied me the incorrect information,
and the issue needs addressing urgently this week
as part of the FOI request.
It is time-sensitive due to other enquiries that may
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be required to check further information via the
Public right to inspect the accounts, and there
should be no delay in this request.
I am requesting the information is sent to me by
Friday this week 31/7/2020
CC
71

03.08.20

Committee
documents

Town clerk Chair of Town center & ED committee
& the Mayor
I am still to see on the town council website the
supporting paper F that is a REPORT.
Why yet again are reports missing when plenty of
time has been allocated to complete & publish to
the website.
Under the legislation including the 2020 revision it
clearly states that ALL documents are to be
published to the website when the council has one.
It seems that the staff who prepare & publish have
either made another mistake or the report has not
been done.
YOU CANNOT discuss or make decisions on
information that has not been published on the 3
clear day rule.
You cannot discuss it either even if the councillors
have been sent the report as the Clerk has NOT
followed to correct procedure. This will be
challenged.
IF this is discussed tonight is will be raising a point
of order & objection and asking to invoke one of
93

Good afternoon,
Thank you for your email of 3 August 2020 about papers for the
Town Centre and Economic Development Committee.
I believe it has previously been explained to you that the 3 clear
day legislation is about publishing the notice of the meeting and
the agenda - that is making public the date, time and place of the
meeting and the business to be done at the meeting.
The requirement, until the lockdown started, was that the notice
and agenda must be displayed “in a conspicuous place in the
locality” 3 clear days before the meeting – this was usually
interpreted as a noticeboard close to council offices or in the
centre of the town /parish .; the 2020 Regulations amend that
requirement so that website is considered to be an alternative to
putting a hard copy notice on the noticeboard.
There is no requirement to publish reports / supporting papers 3
clear days before a meeting - in fact reports can be tabled at a
meeting i.e. presented at a meeting. As it is good practice to
publish supporting papers on a website the Town Council has
undertaken that all it non- confidential supporting papers will be
published on the Town Council website and we try to do this in
advance of the meeting.
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the standing orders to get this minuted & the
reasons why this has not been published properly

In the case of The Town Centre & Economic Development
Committee, the meeting was arranged at very short notice with the
principle aim of looking at projects to support the town centre reopening. Supporting Paper F, to which you refer, was an update
paper and included information that was subject to change so it
was left to later to prepare so that the Committee could be given
the most up to date information; the agenda did give a broad
outline of what the areas / topics that would be included.
As has previously been stated publically in Committee meetings,
and the point also made in emails to you, if Councillors do not feel
they have had sufficient time to read a report or if they would like
additional information they can propose that the meeting defers
consideration of the agenda item to a future meeting.
Regards

CC
72

03.08.20

Exercise of
Public Rights

Email 1
Ms Norris
1.did you just open one of my emails at same time
as writing to me, or is it the snooper still, also have
sent more than one email to you and you are not
opening or replying to them.
If pubs can open, why can't town all have a cleaner
for toilets, or could the document be bought to my
house please !
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Response to Email 1
Thank you for your email,
From your email I have cancelled your appointment at the town
Hall for Wednesday 5 August and I will scan the documents and
email them to you by 11:00hrs tomorrow morning, I am sorry but it
will not be possible to deliver them to your house other than by
using Royal Mail.
The toilets in the town hall are used as the staff toilets and
therefore as part of our measures to minimise the spread of any
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Email 2
Ms Norris,
I am very disappointed.
We have heard all the praise that staff for the past
few months have been out delivering items under
COVID rules to certain people, yet you can not let
them deliver documents to me! I find that
discriminating.

Email 3
Ms Norris,
As all the documents were in folders ready for
inspection at town hall, why not get a member of
staff to deliver all to me, so much quicker, saves
time and energy.
The council van is back in its usual parking space
and rarely used for council business after 10.30am
most days, or perhaps an enthusiastic member of
staff or even a councillor could personally bring to
me, I would only be too happy to do that while I
was on the council.
Just a way forward.
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infection and keep staff and visitors safe, whilst continuing to
provide the Town Council’s services, their use is being restricted.
Good afternoon,
thank you for your email, I have noted your disappointment and
can only assure you that Town Council staff have not been
delivering post to members of the public and there is no
discriminatory thought or behaviour involved.
You have previously requested to have electronic versions of
documents so as you were not coming into the town hall the most
efficient and safe way of providing the information you had
requested to inspect was by email

Response 3
Good afternoon,
Thank you for your email of 5 August, with a subject of “Document
Inspection” the content of which has been noted.
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Email
security

Health &
safety

Good afternoon,
Thank you for your email of 5 August with a subject of DKIM
Security, the content of which has been noted

I am emailing you to inform you that there are
some Health and safety concerns.
The outdoor/maintenance staff have not been
doing their daily/weekly/monthly checks. Unless
proven otherwise, my opinion stands
I'm concerned for public safety and the complete
negligence of the staff to deal with the issue in a
timely and safe manner.
The supervision is poor or non existent, and the
lack of care is now showing. Can Management &
committee members let the poor work efficiency
go unchallenged for so long.
I am not looking for issues, but the issues present
themselves to me.
I made a spot visit at 17:06 on 6th August 20,
where i found a member of staff in his private
vehicle sitting there in his van.
I proceeded to avoid, and walk up to the old
cemeraty to inspect how the work is progressing
on the buildings.
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Good afternoon,
Thank you for your email raising a number of concerns, I shall be
looking into the specific matters that you have raised
As I said at last night’s committee meeting I do take health &
safety seriously and do make un-announced visits to the cemetery
and other places where I know the outdoor team are working – I
do this as part of my general management role and find it very
useful for a number of reasons including building rapport with staff
and learning more about the town ;
The staff are aware of their responsibilities with regard to health
and safety and if we all work together I am sure that we can
continue to make improvements and provide a pleasant
environment whilst keeping staff and the public safe.
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I am impressed on the work so far carried out, on
the pointing of the stonework, well done to the
contractor.
The basic walk around showed some very basic
H&S that the staff will have know about, but failed
to act upon.
2 headstone bases have metal rebar protruding
from the stone work, and due to the uneven
ground, there is a likelihood if someone stumbled
could in fact have a nasty injury if they fell against
these headstones.
The other H&S issue is that a scaffold base has
been placed directly over a grave, and therefore is
shows it has sunk.
I have attached pictures, and would like this raised
as a investigation into the staffs failure to see H&S
checks done.
The forms for checks on daily/weekly/monthly as
well as pre checks on grave digging are not being
kept, but in fact being ignored with no checking if
the staff are in fact doing the job correctly. This
comes down to poor supervision & management,
and councillors not actively asking or checking
issues themselves.
Now the issues need to be dealt with correctly,
documented and corrected, with no cover ups or
excuses.
Those found to be in the wrong need to take
97
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responsibility full stop.
I will have no hesitation in reporting to the H&S
direct any breaches for them to investigate, so best
the maintenance & outdoor staff start getting the
house in order quickly.
Points to note:
2 x headstones with rebar exposed, with one very
recent as the broken rebar is still shiny
1 x headstone/grave with scaffold base on top of
grave and ground & headstone have sunk directly
where the scaffold base is
1 x scaffold base directly on the concrete ramp of
the chapel entrance that has been know to have
movement and has in fact moved with no signs or
explanation of no entry to the chapel unless
authorised.
SO the Chair of C&TH and councillors on the
committee as well as the clerk need to get together
quickly before this is made a bit more public.
I am open to a zoom meeting or face to face to
discuss and resolve this issue.
CC
75

11.08.20

Email Access
/ Security

Ms Norris,
Tonight while the video conference was taking
place, a further email of mine was opened.
I have repeatedly asked you to address this
concern of email tampering as a serious data
breach which should be reported by you to the
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Your email of 11 August 20:53hrs is acknowledged and the content
noted
[extract from an email acknowledging a number emails received
from the same correspondent]
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ICO, I have asked for details of person/organisation
you say is investigating the matter and you have
not replie to me.
I now demand that you address this with proper
and timely communication with me.
I have eliminated numerous people but some stand
out as possible snoopers, over to you now.
Please reply asap.
Thank you.
CC
76

13.08.20

Email Access
/ Security

Ms Norris
Yesterday I had a very large amount of my email
opened which are held on the council email
system, owing to details analysed there seems to
be a pattern of an individual and not by a remote
spider,
robot, etc as I have reported before to you.
You stated you were getting an
organisation/person to try and find the issue!
I have previously asked for details of that
person/organisation AND for them to contact me,
you have not responded at all on the matter, don't
say its all under a complaint and you can not
comment, there is a breach of data ongoing, nearly
2 months ago I reported the council to the
Information Commissioner's Office.
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At the Policy, Finance and Personnel Committee meeting held on 13th
August I committed to contact you with an substantive update on the
formal complaint that you have made against Cullompton Town Council.
Regrettably, I do not have much of an update; in accordance with
resolution by the committee the Town Clerk has asked an independent IT
security company to look at the allegations that you have made, along
with the supporting evidence that you have provided and we await their
report; which upon receipt will be provided to the committee for their
consideration.
While this is not the update I had hoped to be able to give you, I wish to
reassure you that your complaint is being taken seriously and
investigated; now that things are slowly coming back to normal after the
recent restrictions, I hope that this will help expedite bringing this matter
to a satisfactory conclusion.
At the said committee meeting you asked for an urgent one to one
appointment, I am very keen to resolve your concerns and would be
happy to meet you, along with the Town Clerk, to discuss your concerns
and receive any further information regarding your concerns that you
wish to share with us.
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Please see the below:- this small scan shows 1 of 2
emails opened today.(both of which have same
details confirming certain facts to me)

If you are happy to attend such a meeting, please could you confirm you
availability and whether you would prefer an in person meeting at the
town hall or a remote meeting via the zoom platform. I look forward to
hearing from you.
Kind Regards

This needs an URGENT response now, without any
further delay, I don't want to be chasing a failed
council for the rest of my life, but I won't go away,
for now, believe me, let's sort it NOW

CC
77

14.08.20

Swallow Way
Seat

Ms Norris
I was pleased to see that the seat in Swallow Way
had been re-painted, well I was, until I had a close
look at it. take a close look at the pictures, you will
see it has not been rubbed down properly and
there is even rust showing through!
These pictures were taken a week or so ago.
Regards
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Dear Maria,
Sorry to write to you, I have been busy with
XXXXXXXX [redacted as personal information] so a
bit late on this.
Further to documents provided re-inspection etc,
Can I please have All of the badly
copied/unreadable documents provided re-sent to
me in a better readable state, the finance/wages in
blue/black are a total disgrace and not acceptable.
Many thanks, I have written to you as my emails to
the clerk seemed be filtered in to "a do later
folder" many of my requests are time sensitive,
unnecessary delays are not acceptable.
Thank you for your help.
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Following your emails to the Deputy Town Clerk attached is the
original redacted version of the pdf regarding additional hours. I
am also getting a direct print posted to you.
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Complaint /
email
security
{cross
reference
with CC]

I am grateful you replied.
Unfortunately, the delays and excuses are too frequent
and nothing is achieved.
In the last few days, I am fairly happy as to who the
snooper is and it appears internal to the council, there
are several facts that lead me to this.
Might be a retired old un, but I know what has been
going on, including various persons tracking my emails!
I wonder if all the staff know theirs are being tracked as
well ! I warned of issues several years ago and as usual,
council ignores matters.
I will not tolerate any further breaches to my emails
which are meant to be archived onto a secure
encrypted server.

It would be very helpful to the investigation of the complaint if you could
share any supporting material that you have with the committee.

Inspection of
Documents

Dear Maria,
Please pass this to the Clerk. as I want no further
delays.
I have requested specific information as I have
some indication/evidence of a possible fraud and I
need to cross check data that I am asking for
against items I already have.
I have requested:
1.
Overtime records, this needs to be records
of actual dates and times overtime done.
2.
List what the job or project was and where.
102

Kind Regards

ch
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3.
I am happy you redact actual names (albeit
I know who they are in the main)
4.
If this overtime involved other costs, i.e.
material, please provide details and costs please
(invoices if possible) sand , gravel, wood etc.
5.
In addition to this, please show list of dates
staff have been involved in putting up market
stalls etc and dates and amounts all with charge
back please that have been received.
Thank you.
CC
81

26.08.20

Document
Inspection

Email 1
Ms Norris,
Thank you for the effort in supplying the o/time
sheets, I asked specifically for dates and times (
that with included start finish of normal hours) &
start finish of overtime, reason etc.
Please supply correct details, I wont ask a third
time.
Thank you.
Email 2 (26.08.20 12:29)
Ms Norris,
That is total rubbish, I have an email from the clerk
at the time showing that staff had signed away
their rights of long hours etc and they could work
as long as they wished.
103

Response 1
Thank you for your email of 26 August.
Information regarding working times have been deleted as a health
& safety issue related to working patterns. They will not be
supplied.
Response 2
I think you have misunderstood the health & safety reference – it is
not about the number of hours worked by an individual as you
seem to be suggesting - it is about repeated working patterns and
preventing situations which may make a worker vulnerable and
endanger their personal safety.
Response 3
This email is sent in response to your emails of 26 August sent at
16:56 and 17:54hrs
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I now have very strong reasons to believe that this
is an outright obstruction to a lawful request and
will be reported as per the law.
Thank you.
Email 3 (26.08.20 6:56)
Ms Norris,
Sorry, I dont accept your answer, if staff are
allowed to do overtime (finance is a matter) its
been authorised and I am now demanding to see
the records and details I have requested lawfully.
Or show me act and section of legislation you are
referring too !
Thank you.
Email 4 (26.08.20 17:54)
Ms Norris,
Sorry to chase you, but I previously asked for list of
dates when staff were used for markets /
gazebos etc and all charge backs recovered.
Do you have a junior member of staff open your
emails and filter the "NON" Important ones for
you, as I have an indication your emails ARE
opened prior to you opening them ?
Please provide ALL items as requested for all
requests
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1. I believe that the Freedom of Information Act section 40 (2)
applies to the timesheets.
2. The timesheet information provided has a week
commencing date on the first page of each week – there
are 2 sheets per week - the first sheet has Monday –
Thursday and the second Friday to Sunday so the date for
any entry can be derived from the information provided.
3. The staff chargeback information is in the nominal ledger
report – account code 1045 which was provided to you on 5
August as part of section 7
I have noted your comments regarding my emails being opened
and am including it as correspondence relating to your on-going
complaint.
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I would like this to be noted that I feel Some members
of the public are bullying and belittling councillors.
Namely {redacted}. As an admin on The Cully Big
Debate Facebook page, [redacted]posted this today on
the page in response to a comment made by Mrs Rowe.
Please keep this information on file for future
reference. I’m disgusted that he can get away with
saying what he likes to councillors. It’s a very thinly
veiled threat in my opinion.

Good morning,
Thank you for your email sent yesterday.

The first photo is his original comment which he then
edited and a screen shot of the conversation.
Please don’t hesitate to contact me if you need any
further information

CC
83

30.08.20

Website

Dear all,
NOT a complaint, just informing you of yet another
failure.

Thank you very much for your email I have corrected the error in
the documents displayed.

CC
84

02.09.20

Website

Dear All,
How many times do I have to point out your poor
skills ?

(website checked but problem was not seen so must have already been
rectified)
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Email 1)
I do not understand why you are referring my request
as an FOI, I asked for items under the regulations
(AGAR) where I am permitted to examine documents,
you seem to be willfully avoiding the production of
most things I have requested, I have serious concerns
that overtime is highly suspicious for many reasons, do
you not wish to know why I believe this ?
You have already provided redacted data, this can be
done with the worksheets, why have you taken 8 days
to open and respond to my emails, yet you reply
quicker to others !
Email 2
Perhaps you should check legislation as I believe this
has been superceded!

CC
86

03.09.20

Meeting not
following

It was observed and noted that the Notes/Papers that
were to support the agenda were not published for the
public and councillors to inspect or investigate.
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Response 1
1. There are no other worksheets.
2. Personal data is protected and can be withheld regardless of the
reason it is requested, you asked for the legislation which
permits that and I have provided that information .
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rules set out
in legislation

This is in contravention of See extract in red of the
legislation below;
All details of the supporting papers MUST be published
as per the legislation BEFORE the meeting under the
same rules as the agenda is.
The clerk has already admitted that she has not
published or sent out the relevant papers.
Therefore, the meeting of the Cemetery & Town Hall on
3rd Sept 2020 & its decisions are NULL & VOID and i
would like the monitoring officer to issue clear guidance
on WHY and a warning this will not be tolerated.
There is a option of taking this much further, but this
can be dealt with in a mature way, and published what
has gone on.
Several members of the public are finding cullompton
town council either slow to act or sailing very close to
the fine line.
The public has rights, and the issue needs rectifying
immediately
A public apology and a new meeting are the minimum
to start with

Publication
of
documents

Email 1
Town clerk
As you may be aware, this has already been brought up
in the local government lawyer publication, and is still
very clear.
see the reference to the new regulations.
May i suggest instead of going to the monitoring officer
for advice, is to get some legal advice on the regulations
from an independent source.
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Good afternoon,
Thank you for contacting the office about the notice and agenda for next
Monday’s meeting – I have just made sure the documents are now
displayed. The supporting papers will be added in due course.
The agenda and notice have been displayed on the noticeboard by the
Town Hall since Tuesday 1 September.
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here is the excerpt, and some members of the public
are prepared to take this further. I'm sure the council if
it was open & transparent, and working to engage the
community, would be more than open to publish the
additional papers needed for the meeting.
Covered under governance & risk
https://www.localgovernmentlawyer.co.uk/governance
/314-governance-a-risk-articles/43294-coronavirus-andlocal-authority-meetings-in-england-and-wales

Where documents must be “open to
inspection”, this is satisfied by the
documents being published on the
council’s website. Documents include
notices, agendas, reports, background
papers, minutes etc. The publication,
posting or making available of documents
at council offices includes publication on
the website of the council, or in the case of
a parish council, on their principal council’s
website.
By ignoring or taking local advice from a councillor or
monitoring officer, if a challenge is made, how would
this look in how the council engages with the public. I'm
sure more learned legal lawyers have equal or more
knowledge than local so-called experts.
The town council HAS A WEBSITE...... so use it.
Yes, you have satisfied the agenda part, but fail to
publish the additional documents required with that
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agenda on the WEBSITE. You are employed to serve the
council, and be non-judgmental on the public or
councillors, and I'm finding you are getting increasingly
evasive and judgemental. This has to stop.
Email 2
All
As you are aware i have been keen to make sure the
Town council is complying with the correct legislation,
and following the rules.
There has been correspondence from Cllr Buckzkowski
& the town clerk arguing that my complaint is NOT
justified, and my information in incorrect.
Please see the link to page that explains in lawful terms
what you SHOULD be providing.
You will be open to challenge, and quite rightly see it go
further if the issues continue.
All we are asking is that the Agendas are placed 5 clear
days before the meeting with the reports/papers
attached as per the legislation onto the WEBSITE.
Currently you are failing this, many times, and are
arguing the lawfulness.
This is your final opportunity to get things right.
Excerpt from the ADSO ( association of democratic
officers )
https://s3.amazonaws.com/lawingov_production/syste
m/redactor_assets/documents/2401/Standing_Orders_
ADSO_LLG_.V3docx.pdf
severla examples of this are being circulated in the legal
community, so they all cannot be wrong.
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Email 3 (ref own Centre & Economic Devlpt Cttee)
I ideally would like to have the supporting papers as on
the agenda you have them listed.
Your policy states if you would like to get a written
question in, you require 72hrs notice. How can i ask a
question if i dont have the supporting documents to
look at or comment?
Please make the documents available
Thank you

CC
88

06.09.20

Ongoing
complaint

(this email was received following an email top the
complainant from the Town Clerk providing an agenda
etc for the PFP Committee where the complaint was to
be discussed)
Why dont you publish all the documents, what you
have sent me now, I have seen online BUT you have
failed utterly to provide all appendixes and other
documents, as I made a complaint I have asked you
more than once to supply details of your so called
investigation into my complaint, and results found by
person or organisation you had to investigate.

CC
89

09.09.20

Parking

As mayor of Cullompton and therefore I assume a
member of the civic council and with
a serious interest in the commercial life of Cullompton.
I write to say that I for one will not be returning to
Cullompton any time in the near future.
I visited this summer and went into Exeter Hill car park
as I had lost my way and wanted to turn my vehicle
around. I entered the car park, turned my car around
110

No response required – matter to be dealt with at Policy, Finance and
Personnel Committee 10.09.20
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and checked my directions. I did not enter a parking
bay, I did not turn my engine off and no one got in or
out of my vehicle. I was in the car park for three
minutes and twelve seconds. I now have a £100.00
parking fine issued in the most menacing and bulling
manner. Very close to extortion with threats.
If this is how you allow your commercial enterprises to
treat visitors to your town then I cannot see a viable
commercial future in Cullompton.
This is also in direct contradiction to the government
Communities Secretary Robert Jenrick's new Private
Parking Code of practice which is obviously being very
clearly ignored here . Under the new code there is a ten
minute grace period, not something I have been
afforded here. A traveller visiting your town gets lost.
Seeks a safe environment to turn around and very
briefly check their directions and they receive a £100
fine in the process for doing this.
The worst part is that you appear to be sitting idly by
doing nothing about this very heavy handed,
clumsy, wielding of the law . Either that or you are
complicit in this application and the menacing,
threatening, and rather bullying extortion of so called
fines for what are in fact borderline infringements. Is
this what you as mayor want for Cullompton. Is this
what the people of Cullompton voted for and wish for.
I am quite frankly disgusted. I earn a near poverty lvel
wage and will take two whole days pay to raise these
funds, thank you Cullompton.
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Dear All
it have become apparent that there is a avoidance of
breaking down the monthly payments made.
I have repeatedly asked for the breakdown of
expenditure so the public & councillors can see that the
council is spending where it should and if any mistakes
have happened.
It have been missing on the P&F & Full council
report/supporting papers.
Its no good just summarising by cost centre as this
could be abused or mistakes happen and there is no
way of identifying.
As a interim, i would like sent to me the expenditure list
for July20 & August 20.
It may be useful to publish this monthly.
Looking forward to the information soon
Thank you for your email, a member of the team will update the
calendars within the next 5 working days

Website
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Further to the meeting yesterday, I waited a
considerable time to be called back to the meeting,
unfortunately, my laptop battery ran out and I was not
in a position to continue.
First item.
Owing to the council and your refusal to answer my
emails (copies attached ) where I asked more than once
for details of the person/organisation dealing with the
investigation into the email snooping, I am now
formally asking for personal access request concerning
this matter since March 2020.
Please supply, copies of all emails on this matter from
any person involved, council, computer companies,
investigators, ICO, police, notes, any electronic data
including computer logs (I have asked for this
previously, but not received anything) on council
computers, Microshade and ICT servers on the matter.
Second Item.
Public Question Time etc.
Please see attached showing I have raised the bad
policy before- yet it still continues.
Third Item.
The personal endorsement on my emails:- See
attached. I have used this endorsement for many years,
I requested that you DO NOT publish any part of my
comments without my permission. Previous
questions/comments or complaints have always had a
very brief item on the agenda and councilors then read
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Good afternoon, XXXXXX
Thank you for your email of 11 September 2020. I am sorry that you were
unable to return to the PFP meeting.
1. Personal Access Request
I shall deal with this request in separate correspondence in
accordance with the relevant legislation.
2. Public Participation and Publication of Supporting Papers
The Town Council provides an explanation of an agenda item
indicating what will be considered / at the meeting and if a
decision is required, rather than just a heading; Supporting
Papers are provided to assist Councillors in reaching a decision or
to provide information and can be published at any time – in
some instances a supporting paper may be circulated at a
meeting. We publish supporting papers either when the Agenda
and Notice are published or as soon as possible afterwards when
the relevant information is available.
The public participation policy allows a member of the public to
bring up any matter that is relevant to the work of the
committee - not just items listed on the agenda. The public
participation policy asks anyone wishing to speak at a meeting to
contact the office 48 hours prior to the meeting and encourages
completion of a public participation form – neither action is a
requirement which if not fulfilled will mean a person cannot
speak.
3. Compliments, Comments and Complaints Log
The format used for the log is the same for all correspondence
received, and has been a similar format to the current one for a
number of years. Correspondence is not edited other than to
redact personal information. It is up to Council / Committee if
they wish to change the information and / or format of the logs
provided.
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emails passed to them at the meetings, you seem hellbent on trying to make a fool of Mr. Snow and myself,
yet, you do NOT appear to publish such details of other
comments in such depth from other parties, this is
discrimination.
I am now formally asking that you comply with my
wishes and NOT publish anything without my express
permission and you remove existing items on public
display in the comments, complaints FOI requests etc.

We do not, as a general rule, pass emails, amongst Councillors
during a meeting as you suggest should be done – our reports
are published so that everyone – councillors and public can view
them.
4. Email disclaimer
The email disclaimer as on the agenda for the Policy, Finance and
Personnel Committee has been checked by the Town Council’s
solicitor who has said it is fit for purpose.

Your own proposed council endorsement with the
words of :- "Individuals are advised that by replying to,
or sending an email message to Cullompton
Town Council, you accept that you have no explicit or
implicit expectation of privacy."
I very strongly object to such wording, you have no right
in law to endanger or remove my rights to privacy, I
would go as far to say you are obliged to
take steps to protect my privacy. Please respect my and
others' rights and remove such endorsement.

CC
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17.09.20

COVID 19
response

Good day,
I am a resident of Cullompton and I have a question for
you but first I will show you some facts that lead to it.
The official global number of deaths from COVID19 :
900,000 (unreliable but let's roll with it)
The official global number of deaths from Measles:
200,000 yearly
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Good afternoon,
I acknowledge receipt of your email which I have read. The Town Council
does not have any input into the present COVID testing regimes nor the
measures put into place by the government. We do not work for the
Government and we are subject to the same rules, and regulations as
other organisations.
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The official global number of deaths from HIV:
1,000,000 yearly
The official global number of deaths from Alcohol and
Alcohol caused disease: 3,000,000 yearly
The official global number of deaths from Hunger:
9,000,000 yearly
Why is COVID such a big show? Whole world went
lockdown over COVID near the start of the year, when
the total death was even lower than, let's say Measles.
Why don't we have such drastic measures of 'safety' for
HIV for example? Or Alcohol? or better yet Hunger?
Next up, I want to discuss how blatantly idiotic and
illogical the testing is.
Person A waits in line to get tested, does the test, goes
home.
Between the time Person A does the test and goes
home he could have contracted the virus, could he not?
And then when he's at home he needs to wait for the
results, which can take a day or two. His test result
came back negative but during those days he waited for
the results he could have gotten COVID. Since everyone
is quite asymptomatic he probably wouldn't notice
anything and then he just goes to work, shows the
results and continues as always.
Temperature testing at the gate of his workplace?
He could have just done 10 pushups and it would have
raised his temperature.
Hell, even walking raises body temperature.
Not to mention testing on the forehead is unreliable, if
you're gonna test for temperature, doing it on the wrist
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The MP for Cullompton - Neil Parish (email
neil.parish.mp@parliament.uk) may be able to provide you with more
information about the Government’s actions.
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is best. Explaining why would take too long so I
recommend researching for yourself.
My last question is, do you work for the people or do
you work for the government?
I ask that you confirm that you have read through this
email.
Thank you

CC
94

22.09.20

Website meeting
documents

Email 1
As I do not use zoom I checked the latest full council
activities on the web site.
There does not appear to be any minutes for the full
council meetings held after 23rd July 2020. Please
review and advise.
Email 2
Thanks for the info Joy. That explains why no minutes
are listed on the web site for August & September.
If I recall correctly Judy used to append the draft
minutes and other documents for discussion to the
agenda for the meeting (in this case 24th Sept). None
appear to be there.

Email 3
If you look at the top screen grab below you will see
that for 27 Aug, 3 Sept and 24th Sept the summary only
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Response 1
Good evening,
Thank you for your email. The minutes of the Town Council meetings are
on the website at
http://www.cullomptontowncouncil.gov.uk/Full_Council_6667.aspx (
the minutes for August and September are draft and due to be
considered at the Town Council meeting on Thursday)
Response 2
Hi ,
I'm not sure where you are looking because on the page link I sent you,
the draft minutes are published with each meeting as are the papers for
the upcoming meetings.
Perhaps if you phone me when you have the computer on I can talk you
through where to find the various documents on the website if that will
help. In the meantime I attach the agenda and supporting papers for this
week's Council meeting which includes the draft minutes from the
previous 2 meetings
Response 3
Thank you for your email, I’m not susre what is happening because below
is the screen grab (just taken) from my screen, which clearly shows the
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shows the agenda. By comparison 23rd July shows not
only agenda but also Minutes and Additional
Documents.
The lower screen grab was the response I received
when I followed the link for the agenda for 3rd
September.

links. I have tried looking on different screens and can see all of the links
on them.
Could it be that for some reason your screen is not maximised or there is
a message at the bottom for example about cookies that may be
obscuring the documents list, or that you haven’t scrolled far enough
down the page ( I think the page is too large to cisplay all at the same
time) ?
If we can rule those things out and you still have cannot see the bottom
of the page I will contact our website people to ask if they can offer any
help.

Email 4
Looking at the foot of the page there was a green
"banner" with the words "thank you" at the right hand
end. Once this banner has been removed by clicking
the X the additional documents are listed. Shame the

Response 4
Thank you, I’m going to see if it is possible to do anything about the
banner across the bottom
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page design lets the banner obscure some of the key
information.
Problem solved. Not sure how many others have been
puzzled by this issue. BTW: I was employed as
electronic engineer in an international aerospace
company for many years accessing things via the web is
quite familiar to me.
Thanks for your patience

CC
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05.10.20

Publication
of
documents

I wrote to you some months ago and raised issue of
documents not being placed on website with the
agendas well before the scheduled meeting, this failure
stops members of the public asking questions in a
written format before the meeting please see below.

Yet again, the PFP meeting for Thursday (see below)
does not have any documents attached, why are you
and the council still using such a restrictive
practice effectively blocking the public from complying
with your draconian rules, where is the council
openness and transparency?
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I am responding to your email dated 5 October 2020 with a subject of
“Council documents missing – again”.
1. I have previously explained to you (most recently in my email
dated 15 September 2020) that the Town Council publishes
supporting documents as they become available and I do not
believe any further explanation is required.
2. Apologies for Absence.
There is no specific legislation governing the way in which
apologies are given or recorded in the minutes. The
legislation - Local Government Act 1972 s 85 refers to failure to
attend meetings for a period of six consecutive month meaning
that the person ceases to be a member of the authority unless
the failure “… was due to some reason approved by the authority
before the expiry of that period …….” Generally if a person is
going to have a prolonged period of absence they should notify
the appropriate person, and there will be a specific item on a
council agenda for the council to consider whether or not they
approve the absence. Recording an apology and a reason such as
work commitments at a meeting is not considered sufficient to
be approval - it is of course courteous for a person not able to a
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meeting to which they have been summoned to send their
apologies.
If you look at minutes for Mid Devon District Council and Devon
County Council you will see that only the names of the
Councillors sending apologies are recorded and that is the
practice which has been applied consistently at the Town Council
in recent times.

Oh, I also at Full council meeting commented on the
failure of the council to show reasons for not recording
the council's acceptance of non-attendees to meeting
for good reason, legislation shows they should.
You did not give a proper reply and I asked for you to
produce the act and section in law you were following?
I have not had a reply from you.

CC
96

06.10.20

Supporting
papers
Publication

It has been apparent the town council is getting slow in
producing the supporting papers for agendas for council
meetings.
The town council also seems to be taking a proactive
approach of delaying or ignoring the public, and this has
been noticed with evidence stacking up
Currently WHERE are the supporting papers on the
website for the thursday policy and finance as i would
like to do some research on some agenda items
Thank you

CC
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20.10.20

Fuel usage

Please could i have a update on the complaint made
about the fuel usage.
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I acknowledge receipt of your email dated 20 October 2020.
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Im requesting also the report and your detailed method
of calculation

Please find attached a letter regarding the Policy, Finance and Personnel
Committee’s consideration of vehicle / fuel usage.
See Annex 3 for letter and copy of reports sent to correspondent

Dear All,
My original complaint was made to the Mayor many
weeks ago for an investigation against the Clerk Ms
Norris.
The Mayor was supplied with details with
a spreadsheet detailing all details needed, it is
quite easy and simple for a person with a little
knowledge to examine, evaluate the data & see
which emails have NOT been replied to.

The Mayor made a report to the Policy, Finance and Personnel
Committee on 12.11.2020

I also pointed out that the Mayor was a prolific
offender himself and the DATA shows that,
indeed he has yet again failed to reply, hence this
was bought up at the meeting.
I find it appalling that the Mayor has got the clerk to
reply to me on this matter when it is she who
should now stand aside and yet again NOT be
involved in this in any way at all !
I am in the process of a
furthermore substantive complaint and will not
comment further.

CC
99

31.10.20

Cemetery
Maintenance

Yet again there are issues both with staff & councillors
that need to be addressed.
The CEMETARY maintenance report has been poorly
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Good afternoon,
I acknowledge receipt of your email dated Saturday 31 October. As Cllr
Buzckowski has already responded that he will raise your email at the
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written and some obvious lies being told, to fool the
councillors all is going ok when clearly it is NOT
Lets look at the latest Lie being told. The exaple has
been taken form the supporting paper C for the 5th of
Nov 20
Excerpt taken -

Work has started on the building and the
woodwork is being rubbed down and
stained, the doors have already been done,
and work is due to start on the gable ends, fascia
boards and down pipes when the weather permits. The
cemetery noticeboard will be rubbed down and coated
with varnish, a new easy magnetic sheet has been order
for the interior and with a little bit of work we hope to
make it more waterproof.
Total lie, the doors are in the same state as from
previous complaints.
I took the photos this morning 31/10/20.
Now you tell me if this report is corrects & can be
trusted, and whoever has written this report needs to
explain why they have lied in a public document,
seriously someone needs to start taking the issues
seriously as the reputation of this council & staff are
seriously in doubt.
Why the supervision has been poor by the town clerk?
There is a BIG issue within this council of letting
outdoor staff being out of control, and disappearing, or
unable to be found.
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Cemetery & Town Hall Committee on Thursday evening I shall not be
providing any other response.
This matter was dealt with at the Cemetery and Town Hall Committee
05.11.2020
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Maybe its time the staffing be cut to a bare minimum,
and the maintenenace for the cemetary be mobed to a
contractor or contract basis where better accountability
can be had as well as value for money.
Having spent money on the cemetery buildings, WHY
have the cometary staff not need fit to dig a small
channel to divert water from the downpipes. Currently
the water is soaking back into the footings and stone
wall, therefore a damp problem or decay will now
occur, thus adding another issue,
It seems we have many councillors on this committee of
the cemetery & town hall, that FAIL to take a detailed
interest in resolving the issues in a timely manner.
YOU are accountable to the public, and therefore the
isse of poor management rests on you also
On a final note on poor efforts by the outdoor staff.
take a look at the pathe grate at the bottom of the old
cemetery by the gate... Failure to clean out and
maintain.
Please also note the water tap post left all week, and
phot today still in the same position
I am getting fed up along with other members of the
public of the embarrassing failures going on there, and
things now need to be dealt with.
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Committee
Papers

Please could you place the rest of the supporting papers
including paper i, community wellbeing, onto the
website as a matter of urgency.
It is being noted and info collected on what papers are
missing, and also if those papers or reports dont appear
on website before the next meeting.
Is there a issue in keeping this up do date?

Expenditure
over £500

Staff and councillors
YET AGAIN i have to get in touch
There are NO excuses in failure of this town council in
following legislation.
In this case the openess and transparency act 2015.
It has failed to comply on many occasions, but the latest
it showing the town council and the clerk have
flagrantly ignored the basics.
Enough is enough, the town clerk is in the wrong here.
Stated on the town council finance page
NOTE: With effect from 1 April 2018 the Council
agreed to publish individual items of expenditure
exceeding £500 quarterly as required by the
Transparency Regulation.
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Good evening,
Thank you for your email saying that the payments list was not up to
date; I have looked into this and the most recent list is now available on
our website in pdf and spreadsheet formats.
Thank you for bringing this to my attention.
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The act clearly states not more than 1 month after the
published quarter
So september is the last quarter
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We are now near the end of nov 20 and still nothing.
A well run office will have weekly and monthly targets
for publishing legal documents.
No excuses for covid 19 or dealing with complaints, this
should be basic publishing as business as usual.
There seems to be to many last minute rushed reports,
often on the same day.
Maybe the policy and finance team will look into
managing the office priorities, as clearly 4 staff cannot
managed by the clerk to get the basics published.
Simply put, there will be less writing to the council, if
the council got its house in order.
Im going to put this in as well, it seems many of the
staff are not being managed in active time
management, leading the public to assume little work is
being done. Councillors need to start to get the council
in a better shape as clearly it is not currently.
Currently the town council is leaving itself open to
critism and being challenged legally.
Please put this on the agenda for discussion, so its open
to be dealt with.

CC
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01.12.20

Financial
information
presented to
Committees

See thecattached file showing list of payments and bank
reconciliation CAN be done from RBS reports. [the
attachment is a cashbook report]
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for Committees and publish because
A) the transactions only show in the cashbook after they have
happened – Cullompton Town Council approves payments before
they are made - thus it receives a spreadsheet of payments to be
authorised and
B) At Cullompton Committees have budgetary responsibility so they
plan and monitor their expenditure – the cashbook does not
provide the overall budgetary position
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C) The cashbook alone does not provide the information required
for the quarterly payments list – it needs to be combined with
information from the purchase ledger in order to provide the
comprehensive and easily understood listing we provide – the
purpose of which is to meet the spirit of the transparency
regulations - part of which is showing how much is being spent
with specific suppliers.

CC
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CC
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03.12.20

05.01.21

Health &
safety

Library Car
Park

I am glad you confirm the COSHH bin is in the
cemetery, I am aware that it is NOT being used
properly, there are NO Signs etc as required for
Fire Sevice to be aware where the bin is and the
contents contained in and around the premises, I
will now inform HSE and ask them to advice you of
correct procedures to be implemented.
Health and safety is a big concern and I am very
keen to see it implemented and enforced
appropriately for the safety of staff and public
Good afternoon,
My name isXXXX, a XXXXS Manager, and parish
councillor for xXXXXXX I am sure you know about the
problems with the company running the library Car
park, as its widely posted all over facebook etc, but I
would like to know if The council are going to do
anything about the company who runs this car park.
The manner in which they run the Parking charge
notices is bordering on bully techniques and have only
one aim and that is to get
As much money as possible out of the public.
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Good afternoon,
I acknowledge receipt of your email, the content of which will be shared
with the Town Council’s health and Safety Advisors

Good afternoon,
Receipt of your email is acknowledged and a more detailed reply will be
sent in due course.
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My story is my daughter pulled in the car park to use
the telephone , what she didn’t know was the cameras
taking note of when you arrive and if you don’t
purchase a ticket you get issue with the £100 bully
notice/Parking Charge Notice.
She was in there a short amount of time, I believe 10
mins, where she used the phone and then continued on
her journey. Obviously we now know to stay clear of
the car park, but surely as a council you can do
something about it ? – it can only be
Increasing the amount of people parking on double
yellows around the area as no one will use the car park.
I am tempted to appeal, but the letter states I loose the
right to the reduced fine if I appeal, even though the
two evidence photos supplied are just black and does
not actually prove the car is hers as can be seen from
the photo below !
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Annex 1
Note: Some names positions and other information have been redacted due to their
sensitive nature this is indicated by XXXXX
Dear XXXXXXX
Correspondence with the Town Council – Various Matters
In accordance with best practice I have processed your various requests for information
in accordance with the guidance and spirit of the Freedom of Information Act. Responses
to your requests are given below beside each point you have raised, the response is
provided in bold, blue text:
1. Email access
As your emails refer to matters that are the subject of a formal complaint, which is
pending consideration by the Policy, Finance and Personnel Committee, it would be
inappropriate for me to comment or enter into correspondence other than to provide
you with factual information,
Email from XXXXXX dated 8 April 2020 18:04
 Please see attached Appendix C from Full council meeting November 2018
concerning council email System and use. Forms part of your on-going complaint
 There are some very important parts in it, I have marked some in light blue colour,
the yellow was by the former clerk. Forms part of your on-going complaint
 The XXXXXXXX has admitted opening emails away from myself to the council on at
least 10 occasions in the last year (prior to 3rd March 2020) Forms part of your ongoing complaint
 Since 3rd March 2020 the date of my original Formal Complaint, I have proof that my
emails have been opened by XXXXXXX on at least 25 separate occasions that is up to
writing this email. Forms part of your on-going complaint
 I am concerned that there has been a failure to comply with Appendix C attached:
Forms part of your on-going complaint
 Why was the password for outgoing clerk NOT deleted before she retired to prevent
unauthorised access? Mrs Morris’ last day of paid employment as Town Clerk was
31 March 2020; With effect from 1 April 2020 the
town.clerk@cullomptontowncouncil.gov.uk email address was transferred to
myself and Mrs Morris had no access to any incoming emails to that email address
from that time. Mrs Morris does not have nor has had my password.
 Why after her retirement on 31st March was she still allowed access to my emails
using presumably a council device away from the council office? Mrs Morris was
given a separate email address to enable her to do the work for which she is a
volunteer. Mrs Morris does not have a council computer for her work away from
the office.
 I am led to believe that Microshade were asked to change/delete Mrs Morris's
access to the computer system? The Town Council’s software provider / IT support
did change the access to the system on 1 April.
 Was Microsoft chased to verify it had been done, and did you Ms Norris check
yourself in light of my emails and concern shown when I wrote to you? There was no
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need to undertake an additional check – I gave permission for the access to be
changed and was present when that was done remotely on the computer and
talking on the telephone to the person who effected the change
The following information is relevant to the points you have raised above: Microshade have
archived all the emails from you that they could find which were received by the Town Clerk
prior to the 1 April 2020; The archive is being held in an offline mail file. It is possible that
the archiving activity in itself triggered alerts on your system. It is also possible that all
emails were not identified. If you receive any further alerts we would need to know
date/time the original email was sent as well as the subject matter, in order to track it
down, it would therefore be helpful to have this information for the emails you refer to in
your emails to Mrs Morris dated 14 April 15:34hrs and 19 April 2020 08:36hrs
Email from XXXXXXX dated 22 April 2020 15:19
Ms Norris,
Sorry that I have to write to you, but I feel as you are the clerk this email issue needs
addressing.
Yesterday XXXXXX was offensive towards me and denied opening an email, contrary to this,
a further email was opened today.
Details: 7th Feb 09:31 to TownClerk, Subject:- Fwd Freedom of Information Request. This
has been opened 6 times since that date.
Today 21st April 2020 it was opened again at 13:38hrs.
Regardless of any accusations, this continuance is showing there is a massive data security
issue which is obviously ongoing and needs urgent investigation.
I have been very patient over this matter and it needs addressing asap, I did email you
previously on the matter but have had no reply (I do know it has been opened)
I look forward to your cooperation to get this matter resolved.
Forms part of your on-going complaint
2. Mrs Morris Volunteer
Email from XXXXXX dated 3 April 2020 13:50
Could you please supply me with details that allow an ex (retired) clerk to be involved in
council business when and where was this approved by council i.e, agenda, minutes or
audio recording, particularly in accessing council emails (this has been a major concern of
mine for a long while) as purely a volunteer Mrs Morris should NOT be accessing emails or
anything confidential, also I assume you will take steps to remove her electronic access to
council matters.
The handover from Mrs Morris to myself was planned and was on-going since my first day
at Cullompton Town Council on 26 February 2020. Unfortunately, due to circumstances
beyond our control, the capacity of other organisations which are key to the Town
Council’s operations has been severely curtailed and this has impacted upon the handover.
The interim arrangement of Mrs Morris becoming a volunteer until such time as the handover could be completed were agreed by the Mayor and Chair of the Policy, Finance and
Personnel Committee. Mrs Morris becoming a volunteer does not need Town Council
approval, Cullompton Town Council’s Scheme of Delegation Section 3a states “Staffing
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Matters. The Town Clerk is given delegated powers to manage council staff in accordance
with the council’s policies, procedures and budget including:……..”
Mrs Morris has computer access commensurate with her volunteer role.

3. Cullompton Town Council Home Page
Email from XXXXXXX dated 16 April 2020 11:40
On the front page (Home page) of the council web site there is a link for Facebook and
additional item below it, these links do not display properly in Microsoft Edge and Google
Chrome Browser as they do not accept Java script owing to security measures.
This issue re Java has been known for a couple of years and enough publicity has circulated
on this giving ample time to I.T. departs to amend their sites., also the browser is not
conforming to the more stringent security for "https" standard.
I have accessed the home page using Google chrome and the feed to the facebook page
was visible and working; there are no links below the 2 facebook feeds (the top feed being
a general Town Council one the second feed currently being Easter refuse and recycling
collection dates). I have sent your assertions, as above, to the Town Council’s website
provider and asked what can be done to resolve the matter.
4. Arrangements for Town Council 21 April 2020
Email from XXXXXXX dated 16 April 2020 13:45
I have noted the agenda for Full Council and the online conference participation, are you
aware that Zoom her you are using has had a massive security issue, please see this
link this is a genuine link. The security issues with Zoom were known and a dynamic risk
assessment enabled the Town Council to include features within the arrangements for the
meeting to mitigate risks, this is included use of the new features introduced by Zoom
Can you please tell me if this online meeting will be recorded and where it will be displayed
for public reading/listening to afterwards? Cullompton Town Council meetings using Zoom
will be recorded by the Chair and made available in accordance with the Town Council’s
existing policy
I have also noted that the agenda does not have any appendixes attached, this is a
requirement under the legislation, its designed that councillors and the public can read all
documents in advance and raise any question at the meeting (online as well) I am sure this
is just an oversight and it will be corrected shortly. The Local Government Act 1972
Schedule 12 S 10 (2) requires a council to post a notice of the time and place of the
intended meeting in a conspicuous place in the parish (the current emergency legislation
put into place for use during the current covid-19 pandemic allows this to be solely a
council website) at least 3 clear days before the meeting. If the meeting has been called
by Councillors i.e. a special meeting rather than an ordinary meeting it must be also state
the business to be done at the meeting. In order to meet the legislative requirement, the
council is therefore only required to put up a public notice of the date time and place of a
meeting. In accordance with best practice and its desire to be open and transparent,
Cullompton Town Council actually publishes the agenda for the meeting (which includes
the date, time and place of the meeting and thus serves as the required notice) together
with, wherever appropriate, the supporting papers for the items listed on the agenda.
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There are no legal requirements for the agenda and supporting papers to be made
available on-line but it is considered good practice hence Cullompton Town council strives
to publish meeting documents on-line.
Email from XXXXXXXXX dated 17 April 2020 10:03 to the Mayor
Cllr Knight,
I am pointing out to you that you have to cancel the meeting for Tuesday as it is NOT
complying with legislation.
1. There are NO Appendixes attached, please
see https://tinyurl.com/ybs3ryl2https://tinyurl.com/ybs3ryl2 (Gov Legislation -there
are more regs!)
2. By NOT placing documents on web, the public can NOT read or ask questions-It is a
RIGHT for the public -this is a restrictive practice
3. No Documents - is not being open and transparent
4. Also, no minutes for the public to see.
The response to these points are covered by the response to the comments regarding the
email dated 16 April 2020 above.
Email from XXXXXXXX dated 17 April 2020 16:01 to the Mayor
It appears you can now open my emails BUT you do not like to reply.
I asked you a series of questions and I expect answers asap.
Now, I am aware through checking myself that appendixes are now on web site as single
documents BUT the main committee pages only show agenda, laziness comes to mind. I will
look into what the Town Council usual practice is regarding the pages that contain
meeting documents to ensure it is applied consistently
Next point is that as the appendixes were only put online today, there MUST be 3 clear days
before the meeting can be held, Saturday/Sunday do NOT count, Monday, Tues &
Wednesday are the 3 days and meeting can be called for Friday. I f you permit the meeting
to stay for Tuesday, any decisions made will be illegal and challengable, I have been to court
many times, so perhaps an urgent injunction might be the order of the day !
The appendices are supporting documents to the agenda and as described above the
requirement is for a parish council is to publish a notice of the date , time and place of the
meeting.
The interpretation of “clear days” is not given in any legislation but has been the subject
of court hearings and judgements; it is generally accepted that the day an agenda is issued
is not a clear day neither are the day of the meeting, a bank holiday or a Sunday.

This letter responds to all of the emails received until 17:00hrs on 20 April 2020.
I will not enter into any further correspondence on the subject XXXXXXXXXXXX whilst it is
part of your complaint which is being considered by the Policy, Finance and Personnel
Committee.
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This Town Council does not have a complaints procedure regarding Freedom of Information
so if you wish to make a complaint you should contact the Information Commissioner, using
their website https://ico.org.uk/make-a-complaint/ or by contacting their helpline 0303 123
1113.
Yours Sincerely

Joy Norris
Cullompton Town Clerk
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Annex 2

Dear XXXX
Email Correspondence with the Town Council – Various Matters
In accordance with best practice I have processed your various requests for information
in accordance with the guidance and spirit of the Freedom of Information Act. Responses
to your requests are given below beside each point you have raised, the response is
provided in bold, blue text:
Email from XXXX 7 April 2020 14:46
I am emailing you to confirm the town councils arrangements during the lockdown period. I
have already been in contact with the mayor, but no reply.
Please can you confirm that the outdoor staff are NOT working on council premises other
than for statutory burials at the cemetary. Outdoor staff are working at the cemetery when
they can do so at no risk to others or themselves as it is important to maintain such a
valued place; outdoor staff will also be undertaking various other tasks such as safety and
maintenance inspections and cleaning and repairing items as well as helping and providing
support where required regarding the emergency situation e.g. delivering information
leaflets.
Please can you confirm if the Retired town clerk has officially ceased employment on the
31st march 20. Mrs Morris retired as Town Clerk on 31 March 2020
I have been told that the retired town clerk is being retained as a volenteer to the town
council, and would like a reply on when this was agreed & resolved by full council, and what
timescale is this to take. The handover from Mrs Morris to myself was planned and was
on-going since my first day at Cullompton Town Council on 26 February 2020.
Unfortunately, due to circumstances beyond our control, the capacity of other
organisations which are key to the Town Council’s operations has been severely curtailed
and this has impacted upon the hand-over.
The interim arrangement of Mrs Morris becoming a volunteer until such time as the handover could be completed were agreed by the Mayor and Chair of the Policy, Finance and
Personnel Committee. Mrs Morris becoming a volunteer does not need Town Council
approval, Cullompton Town Council’s Scheme of Delegation Section 3a states “Staffing
Matters. The Town Clerk is given delegated powers to manage council staff in accordance
with the council’s policies, procedures and budget including:……..”
Mrs Morris has computer access commensurate with her volunteer role.
There is a another issue that a serious complaint has been made about the outgoing town
clerk, and what arrangements have been put in place to remove the outgoing clerk on ALL
council logins and access to sensitive council data. Mrs Morris was given a separate email
address to enable her to do the work for which she is a volunteer. Mrs Morris does not
have a council computer for her work away from the office.
Email Correspondence between XXXXX & Cllr Buczkowski 8 April 2020 (Emails from XXXX
13:57, 14:15,15:00, 15:01; 15:38, 17:58. Emails from Cllr Buczkowski 14:06, 14:40, 15:33)
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Cllr Buczkowski responded to your emails as they were addressed to him and raised your
concerns about the security of equipment with me as Town Clerk. I do not usually respond
to emails when a) I am copied in and b) I know a response has been given by the
addressee. On this occasion you may find the following additional information relevant
 At the time of your emails, advice regarding whether or not cemeteries were to be
closed was mixed, it was subsequently advised by both the National Association of
Local Councils and the Institute of Cemeteries and Crematoria Management that
cemetery operators (where there was not a crematorium) could choose whether or
not the cemetery could remain open to the public provided that social distancing
was observed
 The Outside Team working patterns have been revised so that there should be no
need for paid overtime during the lockdown
 Should a member of the Outside Team be lone working there is a procedure in
place to minimise risks to their personal safety
 I have looked into the issue of the unsecured trailer; from the information that I
currently have the trailer was loaded in preparation for a grave to be dug – the
wood being the tracking for the digger and there was a member of staff nearby.
The trailer was locked away overnight
Email from XXXXX 8 April 2020 17:07
The subject needs URGENT attention
To save taxpayers money & to hold to account the council, please read & action
https://www.lalc.co.uk/uncategorized/nalc-updated-information-for-town-parish-councilscoronavirus/
This NEEDS to be discussed and actioned
The advice we have received is that staff whose salaries are funded mainly from the
precept are not eligible for the furlough scheme; all the current, permanent Town Council
employees are funded mainly from the precept.
Email from XXXXX 10 April 2020 11:01
Having started to review the Agenda & appendixes I am yet again shocked at the manual
manipulation and mistakes that are not double checked
In the credit card purchases there is no detailed explanation of WHAT breakdown of the
repairs to the van.
The last entry has been manually entered and NOT double checked.
Another unforgivable MISTAKE yet again.
Cllr Buczkowski responded to your email. The credit card information was presented to
the Town Council meeting on 21 April 2020.
Email from XXXXX 14 April 2020 11:39
I have over the past 2 weeks been asking questions on the various issues .
It has been the Norm for the councils response of IGNORING or not replying with 10 days of
a communication to the council, as set out in the town councils policy.
I have been asking as a elector & resident of Cullompton, some very important questions on
the councils running and during this time of lockdown, what the council has done, doing, or
is currently trying to achieve.
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I would like a clear answer if you are IGNORING or even BLOCKING myself and others of the
community. I am not ignoring or blocking emails from yourself or anyone else.
If you are in any doubt on what engagement you must be doing to the public, I would like to
direct you to the Cullompton town councils OWN policy
http://www.cullomptontowncouncil.gov.uk/_UserFiles/Files/10%20Community%20Engage
ment%20Strategy.pdf
I am going to suggest the new town clerk & the mays START to engage with the community,
istead of trying to ignore, lie, and manipulate the issues.
Just be honest, hold your hands up when things go wrong, and start to get the council on a
clear path of openness & transparency.
Lets start be the new town clerk by answering my concers & questions I have emailed in the
last 3 weeks
Note: the email above is mainly comment, suggestion and opinion – the single question
asked has been given a response
Email from XXXXXXX 16 April 2020 11:27
I have currently looked at the latest agenda posted on the 15th Apr 20 on the town council
website.
There are missing documents, that have NOT been posted onto the agenda such as the
appendixes.
1, The previous minutes not published
2, additional documents that are to be discussed also not published.
All Financial documents must be published to allow the public and councillors to discuss or
challenge the actions of the council.
There is also a serious issue of delegation of power to the town clerk.
Where are the legal safeguards on any decision made, and a record that councillors and
public can scrutinise. The decisions may or could be challenged later, and its better the
council is open & transparent so the good and bad can be properly scutinised.
The requirement of the council to publish ALL documents into the public domain is a
requirement in legislation.
Please will you amend the agenda & update the minutes on the website.
Cllr Buczkowski responded to your email.
The Local Government Act 1972 Schedule 12 S 10 (2) requires a council to post a notice of
the time and place of the intended meeting in a conspicuous place in the parish (the
current emergency legislation put into place for use during the current covid-19 pandemic
allows this to be solely a council website) at least 3 clear days before the meeting. If the
meeting has been called by Councillors i.e. a special meeting rather than an ordinary
meeting it must be also state the business to be done at the meeting. In order to meet the
legislative requirement, the council is therefore only required to put up a public notice of
the date time and place of a meeting. In accordance with best practice and its desire to be
open and transparent, Cullompton Town Council actually publishes the agenda for the
meeting (which includes the date, time and place of the meeting and thus serves as the
required notice) together with, wherever appropriate, the supporting papers for the items
listed on the agenda. All the supporting documents were published on the Town Council’s
website on 17 April 2020.
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There are no legal requirements for the agenda and supporting papers to be made
available on-line but it is considered good practice hence Cullompton Town council strives
to publish meeting documents on-line.
The supporting documents for the meeting on 21 April included the minutes of the Town
Council meeting held on 12 March 2020, all documents listed as appendices to the agenda
items including the delegated decisions taken regarding the current emergency situation
and the Councillors consulted before those decisions were taken (appendix K)

Email from XXXXX 23 April 2020 14:39
There has been a effort by the town council staff & councillors NOT to engage in the rightfull
questions asked on various issues raised in council meetings and also my email
correspondence.
The recent webcast made on the 21st Apr 2020, when public questions were asked showed
the MAYOR failing to ask direct questions that he had the answer to. The reply of I will pass
this to the clerk & the clerk will get back to you, is in direct contravention of the code of
conduct that the council must adhere to
Here is a example from the town councils code of conduct
1.4 Whilst you may be strongly influenced by the views of others, it is your responsibility
alone to decide what view to take on any question which Members have to decide.
1.5 Do nothing as a Member which you could not justify to the public.
1.6 The reputation of the Council depends on your conduct and what the public believes
about your conduct.
1.7 It is not enough to avoid actual impropriety, you should at all times avoid any
occasion for suspicion or appearance of improper conduct.
1.8 It is your responsibility to comply with the provisions of this Code.
The conduct of the mayor fell well short ( 1.7)( 1.8), and in correspondence with the
mayor on related issues with the council, he also has failed.
There is also a issue with the NEW town clerk, in ignoring questions that relate to the
town council, and failure to engage to resolve the issues.
The question that needs to be asked is, WHO is leading the instruction of ignoring
myself & others and failing to answer or reply to a local electors concerns.
Under what procedure or legislation are you using ?
I and other have no faith or trust in the council or the clerk to follow the rules.
The mayor has lied twice to me in a public meeting, and this will be taken up further,
as this needs to be addressed.
The only 2 councillors that have properly engaged in some form of feedbck are Cllr
Buczkowski & Cllr Morton.
It has been shown that 13 other councillors are either ignorant of what is going on,
or they are knowingly allowing the issues and complaints to continue, and not take
responsabilities of being a councillor seriously. It may come to other councillors
being reported to the monitoring officer under the failure to adhere NOLAN
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principles, or breaches of the failure to declare interests. There has been a lot of fact
gathered, and can be used to make sure councillors are more proactive in their
duties.
The final question is, Is or are the council & councillors going to follow the OPENNESS
& TRANSPARANCY REGULATIONS set out in full, as currently the council is NOT
MEETING its STATUTORY duties if full.
I am happy to discuss & to resolve the issues, providing the council conduct the
same.
If you wish to report a breach of the Councillor Code of Conduct you should contact the
Monitoring officer at Mid Devon District Council, Phoenix House, Phoenix Lane, Tiverton,
EX16 6PP.
As the Town Clerk I have not been given any instruction to ignore yourself or anyone else.
This email responds to all of the emails received until 13:00hrs on 24 April 2020.
This Town Council does not have a complaints procedure regarding Freedom of Information
so if you wish to make a complaint you should contact the Information Commissioner, using
their website https://ico.org.uk/make-a-complaint/
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Annex 3 (i)

Dear
Complaint regarding vehicle / fuel usage
At its meeting on 19 September 2020 the Policy, Finance and Personnel Committee(PFP)
received an update on the actions taken regarding your complaint regarding the Town
Council’s vehicle / fuel use and whether or not any further action was required.
The Town Council engaged an independent auditor to review the vehicle and fuel usage and
the Committee considered the auditor’s report and a letter received from Devon and
Cornwall Constabulary on the same matter.; copies of both documents are provided with
this letter for information.
Taking into account both the report and the letter, the Committee resolved that it does not
uphold your complaint.
No further correspondence will be entered into regarding this matter.
Yours sincerely

Joy Norris
Town Clerk
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Annex 3 (iii)
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